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The News Has Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

Constructive Booster for

Holland Since 1872

VOLUME

101

—

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, 49423 THURSDAY, JANUARY

NO. 2

13,

PRICE TEN CENTS

1972

Shinabarger

Kennedy

Drills in

Again Heads

For

33
Appointed

Hope

GRAND RAPIDS - A

Board

fine

For

-

Ottawa County board of commissioners three years, was unanimously reelected for a fourth
year at the organizationmeeting
of the board Monday afternoon.
Franklin Schmidt of Coopersville, who has served three

were going to blow the Flying
Dutchmen out of their fairly
new Fieldhouse when they
jumped to a comfortable 48-33
halftime lead. But the never
say die Dutchmen of Coach
Russ DeVette fought back to

years as vice chairman was
also reelected.
yo\i^ftir

you confidence,” Kennedy

The first item on the agenda
Involved the filling of two
vacancies on the board for 1972.
William Robinson of the Spring
Lake-Ferrysburgarea, district
3, and William Lamb of Holland
township, district15, both resigned in December.
Election of new members was
postponed until today’s meeting at 1:30 p.m. There are two
candidatesfor the district 3
vacancy, Mrs. Eunice Bareham
and Arthur Nadort of Spring
Lake, both unsuccesful candidates at former elections.

ersville.

—

Taxes and apportionment

Marvin

told

facilities.”

the board at the annual organization meeting Tuesday.
Finance - Robert Visscher,
Holland; J.N. Poel, Grand
Haven; Franklin Schmidt, Coop-

turn the contest into a thriller.
De Witt, Borculo;
Hope closed the gap to three Schmidt, Poel, Visscher, Kenpoints, 80-77 and 82-79 with neth Raak, Holland.
time running out but was Ways and means — Schmidt,
forced to foul and the Tommies Poel, Thomas De Pree, Holland;
took advantage by netting six Bert Schuitema,Holland; Kenof seven free throws and two neth Northouse, JenLson.
field goals in the dying seconds
Buildings and grounds — Wilto take an apparent easy deci- liam Winstrom, Holland; De

the board.”

“I believe our immediate
goal this year is approvalof
what I like to call ‘in place’
facilities. Counties in recent
years have been called on to
take leadershipin offering more
services, especially sewer
facilitiesand water pumping

Ottawa

passing Aquinas College basketball squad defeated Hope College for the second time this
GRAND HAVEN
Ottawa
season, 92-79 here Wednesday
County Board of Commissioners
evening in a game that was
Chairman William Kennedy of
closer than the final score inAllendale announced the followdicates.
It looked like the Tommies ing committee appointments on

GRAND HAVEN— William L.
Kennedy, chairman of the

“I want to thank

Committees

PEDESTRIAN KILLED

—

The beam from a spot-

while attempting to cross Eighth St. at Lincoln

Ave. Friday at 8:05 p.m. Lake

a police cruiser illuminates the location
where the body of Alonzo R. Lake, 74, was
recovered after he was struck by a car (right)
light on

lived in the

Hollander Hotel (background).Police said the
car, driven by Eileen Ann Vender Veen, 19, of

642 Azalea Ave., was heading east on Eighth St.
but the direction of travel of Lake was not immediately determined. Lake was the first traffic

sion.

fatality recorded in Holland in 1972.

against these

Pree; Peter De Kock, Zeeland;

easy, as Karl Ball, Spring Lake; Eunice
Coach Phil Kahler said, “we Bareham, Spring Lake.
had to fight for our lives County employes and officers
But

it wasn’t that

determined

(Sentinelphoto)

Sentences

Meted Out

Alonzo Lake Killed

Flu

Now

On Decline

When Hit by Car

Dutchmen.”
“I thought we had them
gible within about two weeks. when we cut the deficit to
We intend to maintain survcl- three points,” stated DeVette.
lance until we are assured the “But they were deadly from
county is approaching normalcy the charity stripe and that was
as regards this disease, nonethe- the ball game.”
Hope (79)
less,” Dr. Christenson said.
FG FT PF TP
Based on random laboratory
0 1 2
isolates sent to the State Health Vander Slice, f .. 1
Department laboratory in Lan- Snoap, f ....... .. 9 2 2 20

—

Northouse; Ball; Fred Fritz
of ConkUn; De Witt; Donald
Williams, Holland.
Sheriff, civil defense — Schuit-

ema; Schmidt, De Kock, De
Witt, Raak.

Agriculture, recreation

—

Fritz; Harris Schipper, Zeeland;

Bernard Schultz,Grand Haven;
Alvin Geerlings, Holland; Don-

ald Stoltz, Holland.
Police said Lake, who lived
Public health — Ray Vander
1
2
9
sing, Ottawa county was hit with Wolters, c ..... .. 4
in the nearby Hollander Hotel,
Laan,
Hudsonville;Williams;
0
Howard,
g
....
..
2
*4
1
the A2 Hong Kong flu variety,
fatally injured Friday at 8:05 was struck by a car driven on
Shinabarger, g . 11 11 3 33 Ball; William Kieft, Grand
according to Dr. Christenson.
p.m. when struck by a car Eighth by Eileen Ann Vander
Hankamp, f ... .. 2 0 2 4 Haven; Stoltz.
Three men appeared from GRAND HAVEN - Richard while attempting to cross Eighth Veen, 19, of 642 Azalea Ave. She GRAND HAVEN - AbsenteeRoads and drains — Schipper;
Smith, g .......
0 5 2
Holland township to review Bylenga, 43, Kentwood,charged
was not held.
St. at Lincoln Ave.
ism because of the flu is declinEdema,
f
........ 1
2 3 Winstrom; Geerlings; Schultz;
1
with
passing
a
no-account
check
their qualifications for Mr.
Lake was pronounced dead of
Van Wieren, g .. 1 0 1 2 Raak.
Officers said Lake was found ing, based on a monitoring surLamb’s vacancy. They are Ken- and wanted by at least four
multiple injuries.He was the in the westboundtraffic lane 90
Legislative— Williams; R.V.
other
counties,
was
sentenced
to
neth Raak, Herman De Visser
veillance in schools and induscity’s first traffic fatality of feet six inches from the point
32 15 19 79 Terrill,Grand Haven; Stoltz;
and Percival E. Zimmer. Lamb 20 to 24 months in Southern
tries in Ottawa county, Dr. Paul
1972.
of impact in a crosswalk on
Vander Laan; Bareham.
resigned because of poor health Michigan prison in Ottawa CirGRAND HAVEN-The followChristenson,medical directorof
Aquinas (92)
the
west
side
of
Lincoln.
Planning, zoning — De Pree;
and Mr. Robinson for personal cuit Court Monday. He was
ing divorces were granted in
FG FT PF TP Winstrom;Schultz;Fritz; SchipSurvivors include a sister, the County Health Department, Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesday:
reasons. Robinson is also vil- given credit for .f-9 days already
Spaulding, f ... .. 6 6 2 18 per; Northouse; Visscher; Bareserved in jail and no recommenEffie Close of Grand Rapids, and said Tuesday,
lage manager of Spring Lake.
Alice Pranger of Fruitpdrt Simons, f ....... 4 1 2 9
ham.
a
brother,
Ernest
P.
Lake
of
Although
absenteeism
is
redation was made by Judge RayWilliam Kieft, former commisfrom Edward Pranger. Custody Mathews, c ... .. 6 4 2 16
Atwater Lake, Minn., and a sis- lated to causes other than illmond
L. Smith.
Social services
De Kock;
sioner from Grand Haven,
of three children to plaintiff.
Gnepper, g ... .. 10 7 2 27 Terrill; Geerlings.
ter-in-lawMrs. Edwin O. Lake ness, it does provide a reasonMichael De Wilde, 21, Grandthanked the board for reappointMaria Gonzalez of Holland Sovey, g ...... .. 3 4 4 10
of Holland.
ably valid index to the prevalCoordinating and zoning-Wining him to the county’s health ville, harged with use of marifrom Luis Gonzalez. v
Keener, g ........ 3 0 1 6
ence of flu, he said.
juana,
was
sentenced
to
six
strom;
Schuitema,De Pree.
board.
Charlotte Creekmore of Hol- Coleman, f .... ... 3 0 2 6
Is
In early and mid-December,
months in jail. He was given
Purchasing
Chairmen of
land
from
Chester
Creekmore.
Prosecutor Calvin Bosman rethe southern part of Ottawa
credit for 98 days served in
Plans were formulated Wedfinance, ways and means and
Custody of two children to
viewed the status of the litiga15
Totals
35 22
92
county was designated a nearjail since his arrest.
nesday by the members of the
buildings and grounds commitplaintiff.
tion between the Olive township
epidemic area, reaching its
John Woodrow Hoots, 27, New Car Dealers of Holland
tees.
Barbara Nicholson of Grand
Of
Jeep
board and the county road compeak with a mean percentage
Pullman, charged with taking for the staging of the second
Grand River watershedcounHaven from William Nicholmission in connnection with the
absenteeism in schools of about
indecent liberties with a child, annual Automobile Show.
cil — Roscoe De Vries, Chairson.
In
county « wide dumping ground
13 per cent and in industry
was placed on probation for The show will be held at the
man Kennedy, Schmidt.
Kenneth Overkamp of Holland
and sanitary landfillin that
about 6 per cent. Since that
18 months and must pay $100 Civic Center on March 20, 21
.
Mental health servicesboard—
from
Karen
Overkamp.
DefenAlthough
Holland
has
only
two
township. The county has won
costs
and 22. The show will be free. inches of snow, some complaints time, absenteeism has fallen to dant may resume former name,
Visscher;Dr. William Bocks;
two decisions in Circuit Court
approximately5 per cent in
Steven Craig Webster, 19, of The show will feature the new
Joe Martinez; Mrs. Carol Van
Karen Ixmise Otting.
on jeep plowing operations were
and the Court of Appeals and the
schools and 3 per cent in indus164 Walnut St.. Holland, arrest- ’72 models from sports cars
Putten; Jerome Grysen; Dr.
Marios Cole of Grand Haven
registered in City Hall today,
case is now before the Supreme
ed for larceny, was placed on to the conventional type, to- and City . Manager William L. trial populations.These percent- from August Cole.
Peter Me Arthur; Rodney WestCourt, Bosman said. The Supages reflectan almost normal
probationfor one year and must gether with the economy
Visitor bans at Holland Hos- veer; Mrs. Robert White; Mrs.
Rhoda Bates of Grand Haven
Bopf reviewed rules and poli- absenteeism in the schools and
reme Court will decide in Feb. . D
,
pay $50 costs.
models to those of luxury type cies governing snow removal.
pital, Zeeland Community Hos- Dean Heath; Frank Hoogland;
ruary whether the latest appeal
a slightlyabove normal absen°f
Judge Wendell A. Miles sen- automobiles.
pital and Community Hospital Max Glavich; Vander Laan.
two
children
to
plaintiff.
will be heard in that court or
He sought the cooperation of teeism in industry.
tenced Robert D. DeRogee, 18,
New features such as AutoRobert Koster of Hudsonville at Douglas will continue anoththe Grand Rapids appelate
private jeep operators in piling
While flu reached near-pediSpring Lake, charged with use speed control, Sunroofs,
from
Ann Glenore Koster. Cus- er few days because of a still
court.
up snow from plowed drives in demic proportions in southern
of marijuana, to pay $250 in fine AM/FM Radio and Stereo Castody of three children to plain- high incidence of flu in the
such
a
manier
that
it
does
not
Sam Carini of Port Sheldon and costs.
Ottawa, there was little more
area.
sette, deluxe air conditioning,
township told the board that Four persons pleaded inno- adjustable steering wheels, become a safety hazard.
than a sporadic episode in the tiff.
At Holland Hospital, several
Karen Dawn Raetz of Holland
vast numbers of west Michigan cent before Judge Smith. They
A city ordinance requires that northern part of the country. In
power front disc brakes, power
from Walter E. Raetz. Custody employeswere still out with the
residents use open and wood- are Richard Seewald, 19, Spring
flu.
ventalation, reclining front snow must be kept on client’s the central and northern areas
ed land in his township for Lake, charged with breaking seats and many other new ideas property unless specificar- of the county, the peak was pre- of three children to plaintiff.
Administrativeand nursing
snowmobilingand groups have and entering; Dirk Van Tame- for the motorist.
rangementsare made for dump- sumably reached within the last
personnel will review the situabeen formed to lay out trails len, 22, Zeeland, breaking and
ing it elsewhere. Operators week to 10 days with mean abtion in a few days in all three
over county-ownedland.
Organization and registramay not push snow across the senteeism rates of 12 per cent in
hospitalsfor further decisions.
entering at an occupied dweltion of Holland's newly enfranstreet and deposit it in curb schools and 9 per cent in inThe prosecutor was instructed ling; John Michael King, 31,
Fills
chised young voters will get an
strips.They are asked not to dustry. At the end of last week,
to draw up an agreement bet- Grand Haven, charged with deinitial boost Saturday with a
pile snow near intersections
and the figures were reduced to 9
Drivers Injured
ween the county and township stroying a public utility with
in
rally and registrationdrive.
to keep away from fire hy- per cent in the schools and 6 per
involving 350 acres of county intent to interruptservice; and
cent in industry.
GRAND HAVEN - Kenneth In
The rally at Civic Center
GRAND HAVEN
Kenneth drants as much as possible.
land in the township and fur- Robert Lloyd, 27, BloomingDr.
Christenson said figures Raak, Holland township dairy
from
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. will
ther action on the program was dale, charged with false pre- Collard, 17, Grand Rapids,
As stiow deposits mount,
turned over to the agriculture tenses, with intent to defraud. charged with driving away a motorists are asked to use indicate that the flu hit first in operator,was elected to fill the Two motoristswere injured kick off the effort to register all
committee.
Kenneth Collard, 17, Grand car without permission, pleaded judgment in parking on city the southern part of the county, vacancy of districtNo. 15 on Wednesday at 1:52 p.m. when eligible young voters within the
Rapids,
charged with driving guilty in Ottawa Circuit Court streets, refraining from park- the attack rate being greatestin the Ottawa County Board of their cars collided at River city limits, according to Earnest
The request will be brought
away a car without permission, this week and was immediately ing directly across from other the non-adult population. The Commissioners here . Tuesday Ave. and Howard Ave. in Hol- Harris, a Hope College student
before the board again today.
disease prevalence is declining Raak suceeds Ray Lamb who land township.
who will be one of the rally
pleaded guilty and will be sen- sentenced to serve 15 days in parked cars. The city is reluctoward normal in that area.
announced his retirement in Treated at Holland Hospital speakers.Joe Collins of Chijail.
tenced later.
tant to limit parking unless
for contusions of the forehead cago, who is with Operation
The following pleaded guilty Mrs. Velma Benes, 30, of 326 absolutely necessary, and dis- He said further that the dis- December.
ease hit in the central and
Mrs. Robert (Eunice) Bare- and chest and releasedwas Breadbasket, and Bob Blanton,
and will be sentenced at 10 a.m. West 16th St., Holland, charged cretion in parking could be a
northernparts of the county ham of Spring Lake was elected Edna Duffy, 53, of 643 West another Hope student, will also
Officers
on Feb. 14: Theodore (Ted) with forgery of records,pleaded great aid.
later but reached a peak per- to fill the vacancy caused by Lakewood Blvd. The driver of speak.
Turic, 18, of 14195 James St., innocent.
centage about the same as in the resignationof William Rob- the other car, Margie Hoekstra, A march from Civic Center
c
Officers were named at an Holland, charged with indecent Gordon Brown, 17, Spring I
the southern part. The peak inson in district No. 3. Robinson 20, of 615 Douglas, was to seek down Ninth St. to River Ave.
Ottawa Savings and Loan board exposure; Richard Frisbie, 25, Lake, arrested in connectionTree bet on fire
appears to- have been passed is village manager of Spring her own treatment.
and west to City Hall will culof directorsmeeting held Tues- Muskegon, cashing funds with- with a breaking and entering
Holland firemen were called with a definite trend downward Lake.
Ottawa county deputies said minate the effort as the City
day. The new appointments rep- out accounts; Mrs. Judi Salis- Dec. 17, 1971, at Rogers TV
to 845 East Eighth St. at 11:30 in both adult and non-adult The board met at 10:30 a.m. the Duffy car was southbound Clerk’s office will keep special
resent promotionsand realign- bury, 23, Grand Haven, cash- Shop, Spring Lake, pleaded
p.m. Tuesday where a dead tree populations.
Tuesday, following action taken on River and the Hoekstra hours to registerall eligible
guilty
and
will
be
sentenced
ment of duties.
ing insufficientfunds checks;
was
afire. Firemen said it
“If this pattern persists, with Monday to start meetings at ; auto, northbound on River, was participants.
Feb.
14
at
10
a.m.
James
Cecil
Chaney,
26,
FruitVernon D. Ten Cate was apappeared the tree had been no unforeseen developments, we 10:30 a.m. instead of 1:30 p.m. attempting a left turn onto The rally and registration
Ollie Mae Johnson, 25, Muspointed chairman of the board; port, larceny frorti a Grand
doused with gasoline and set on can expect the prevalenceof Hereafter, all regular meetings Howard and crossed into the drive are being sponsored by
Clarence J. Becker, board vice Haven factory; and Richard kegon, charged with simple lar- fire.
this disease episode to be negli- will start at 10:30
path of the Duffy auto.
the Second Political Party, a
chairman;William J. De Haan, Modderman, 35, Hudsonville, ceny, pleaded guilty and will
group of city youths interested
also
be
sentenced
Feb.
14.
indecent
exposure.
president and treasurer; Gorin politics.The organizationwas
don L. Grevengoed,vice presifounded in an attempt to deal
dent and secretary;John Naberwith the political and social
huis, vice president and assistapathy apparent among Holant treasurer; Clyde D. Tilton,
land’s young and with the idea
assistant vice presidentand
that one must understand govassistantsecretary and William
ernmental operations in order
D. Fles, assistant vice presito deal with them, Harris said.
dent and Jenison manager.
The majorityof city voters
Holland firemen answered fire causes was defective wirare in their mid-twentiesor
more alarms with considerably ing with 29 fires. Defective elecAuto Hit As Attempting
younger, Harris pointed out,
lower fire los&Jtp 1971 as com- trical appliances were blamed
adding that the young can no
To Cross Highway
pared to ^O^records.
in 26 fires while careless use
longer complain about “the
No
loss of life was reported of matches was cited in 15 fires
A car operated by Peter Stygsystem" going over the hill bein fires accordingto yearend andn careless smoking in 14.
stra, 81, of 12 North Division,
cause now they are “the sysArson or motivational causes
statistics compiled by Fire
attemptingto cross eastbound
tem” and if it’s going over* the
Chief Richard Brandt and In- were suspected in two fires in
M-21 in front of 786 Chicago Dr.
hill, they’re pushing it.
the city last year with a loss to
spector L. Marvin Mokma.
east of 120th Ave. Tuesday at
The Second Political Party
The fire departmentrespond- property of $3,000. Fire bomb1:49 p.m., pulled into the path
has no set political attachments
ed to 325 alarms, including 24 ings were reported in three fires
of an eastbound car operated by
and is primarily intent on
false calls, compared with 280 and five bomb threats were reCarrol R. Williams, 54, of Cooppromoting political awareness
fire calls in 1970 and 245 in 1969. ported.
ersville.No injuries were reand getting behind the candiAmong the fires in Holland
Fire loss in 1971 amounted to
ported. '
date who will do the best job.
$90,685, the lowest since 1967, last year- with the heaviest
Police said Stygstra was leavStudents who came from outand compared with $110,495 in losses were the February 21
ing the driveway of a market 1970 and $625,435 in 1969. The fire that damaged a warehouse
side the city last fall cannot
and the impact of the collision 1967 loss was $49,000.
be registered Saturday because
at Harrington Fuel & Dock Co.
ripped the gas tank loose from
they do not meet residency reand
a
March
fire
that
swept
a
Nearly one third of the 325
his car. Holland firemen were
quirements, Harris said. Howcalls answered in 1971, or 100, two-storyhome at 140 East 16th
called to flush gasoline from was for grass and brush fires. St.
ever, tentative plans are being
the median strip.
made for a similar voter drive
Holland’s fire alarm box sysNext highestcategory of alarms
| in March to registerthese perwas 71 dwelling fires followed tem was deactivatedin 1971 and
sons.
Items Missing
in order by 38 auto fires, 31 the boxes removed from locaHolland police said an electric manufacturingplant fires and tions throughout the city. Offiheater, seven fire extinguishers 22 mercantile fires.
cials claimed the box systems
Boiler Overheats
LICENS€ BUREAU
The Secretary of State's office is
(second from right) and Gladys Jekel (right),license plate
and a telephone were reported The loss figures included was responsiblefor several
Holland firemen were sum
operating full service from its new location in the Shoppers
examiners. The office, which serves western Ottawa county
missing from the building for- $59,980 to dwellings and build- false calls.
N
moned
to the former Brook
Fair - East * Town plaza on East Eighth St. at the U.S.-31
and northern Allegan county with vehicle and boat regismerly occupied, by Ike Huizenga ings other than dwellings and
Firemen constructed a model
home
of the First Presbyterian
by pass, accordingto Willard Ten Have, office manager.
trations and operators licenses, is open Mondays from
Dodge, 1133 Central Ave. Police $27,900 to contents of the struc- of the central business district
Church, 659 State St., at 8:40
The office formerly was located on River Ave. north of
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and Tuesday through Friday 8:30 a.m.
said the report was received at tures. Another $2,805 loss was for use in planning effortsand
a.m. today where an overheated
Eighth St. Shown in the spacious quarters are Adele Mulder
to 5 p.m. The bureau is located in the northeast corner of
2:07 p.m. and items were be- reported to motor vehicles and began an inspectionof cornices
boiler was reported. Firemen
and Ron Rose (background) license examiners;Corrine
lieved taken during the past two in grass fires.
of buildingsi$ the business disthe East Eighth St. shopping plaza.
said there was no damage to the
Biggest grouping of known tricts.
Zeeff ^foreground)! license examiner; Evelyn Payne
(Sentinel photo)

In

Court

Alonzo R. Lake, 74, also
known as Ray A. Lake, was

In

County

Court Grants
9 Divorces

Totals

2nd Annual

—

Auto Show

Scheduled

—

Seek Cooperation

Operators

Visitor

Moving Snow

1.
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Continuing
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.

Drive Slated

ForVoter

Registration

Ottawa County

Arraignments
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Court

Two Vacancies

-

Auto Crash

Ottawa Savings
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J.Ortman [ast Saugatuck Church.
Celebrates i
-I
100th Birthday Is Setting for Nuptials

Mrs.

Freriks-Vander Ploeg

Vows Are Solemnized

Engaged

'

r

( ki

j

Couple

H

oney mooning

I

n

Florida Following Rites

Mrs. John Ortman celebrated her 100th birthday on
Tuesday with an open house
from 2

to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. at
the residence of her daughter,
Mrs. Henry Kalmink. 88 East
30th St., with whom she makes

WP 'm

m

her home.
Mrs. Ortman

is

a

life - long

resident of this area and

'v;

mem-

m

'

Is?.

1

\

m

fw

.MM

«

*

m

IS

Miss Carol Veltman

Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Velt1024 West 32nd St., announce the engagement of their
daughter, Carol, of Grand
Rapids, to James D. Roehl, son
of the Rev. and Mrs. Daniel D.
Roehl of Grand Rapids.

man,

J

*

*

*

r

i

A March wedding is

planned.

tfi

•a*

Mrs. John

Ortman

ber of East Saugatuck Christian Reformed Church. She was
born in Oakland and lived on a
farm in East Saugatuckbefore
moving to her present address
in Holland. Her husband died in

t

*****

1950.

Mrs. Charles Lee Freriks

Her

jkW

and

m
i

>4*

mental
Mrs. Loren V. Van Vuuren
Mrs. Keith A. Hulst
(Ouwenga photo)
(de Vries photo)
health is excellentalthough she
(Eisenberg photo)
Friday evening Miss Sue Ann sleeves and empire waists trimis a wheel chair patient.She
Maple Avenue Christian Re- chapel-length mantilla of illuMiss
Barbara
Joy
Eding, and fell from a velvet camelot
Vaoder Ploeg and Charles Lee med with white lace at necks,
spends much of her time in daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har headpiece. A bouquet of white
formed Church was the setting sion. She carried a sheathe of
Frerika were united in marriage waists and cuffs. Small white
reading and crocheting.
for the wedding rites which white roses.
old Eding, route 5, and Keith
bridal roses, deep pink sweetat the Grace Reformed Church heart-shapedbuttons accented
united Miss Joahnna V. Van The matron of honor, Mrs.
Congratulatory
expressions Arlyn Hulst, son of Mr. and
with the Rev. Roger Vander the front bodice and the adult
Zanten and Loren V. Van Ronald Vos, and the brideswere received from President Mrs. Harold B. Hulst, route 2, heart roses and baby’s breath
Kolk officiating and also serv- attendants carried bouquets of
Richard Nixon and from U.S. Hamilton exchanged solemn completedher ensemble.
Vuuren on Wednesday, Dec. 29. maid, Mrs. Thomas Corwin,
ing as soloist at the 8 p.m. white carnations with light blue
and State senators and repre- nuptial vows Friday evening in
Mrs. Ron Eding was the
The Rev. Robert B. Vermeer wore floor-length gowns of ruby
ceremony. Doug Vanden Berg and dark blue accents. Each
sentatives.
East Saugatuck Christian Re- bride's personal attendant.
performed the evening cere- red velvet and each carried one
was organist.
wore fresh flowers in her hair.
Members of her family are formed Church. The Rev. John
mony and music was provided white chrysanthemum.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander The flower girls carried small
As members of the wedding
Mrs. Kalmink, Mr. and Mrs. Leugs read the rites and music
Miss Patricia Lynn Nyenhuis
by Kenneth Bos, organist; Maurice Springer attended the
party, the couple chose Miss
Ploeg of route 4, Holland, are white baskets of white and blue
Ortman and Harvin was by Mrs. Paul Koeman,
Eugene Westra, soloist and groom as best man and Thomas
parents of the bride and the flowers.
Patti Eding, sister of the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence NyenZoerhoff.A daughter, Mrs. Har- organist,and Wayne Tanis who
Corwin was groomsman. Dennis
Barbara Boer, violinist.
groom is the son of Mrs. Henry
maid
of
honor;
Miss
Janice
Randall Gutknecht was best vin (Mabel) Zoerhoff, died in sang.
huis, 10450 Mary Ann St., ZeeThe bride is the daughterof Van Vuuren and Larry Van
Freriks of 451 Huizenga, Zee- man with Douglas
Hust, sister ofthe groom, and land, announce the engagement
1966. There are six grandchil- Escorted by her father, the
Mrs.
Gerrit V. Van Zanten of Vuuren seated the guests.
Miss Eleanor dipping, brides- of their daughter,. Patricia
land, and the late Mr. Freriks. Ploeg, brother of the bride as
dren and 18 great - grandchil- bride wore a floor-lengthgown
The newlywedsgreeted guests
Escorted by her father, the groomsman and Kelly Vander i^ren.
maids; Karla Wassink, flower Lynn, to Daryl Edward Ter Lynden, Wash., and the groom’s
of white velvet with Venice lace
at
a buffet luncheon at Holiday
parents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Margirl; Paul Hulst, brother of the
bride wore a floor-length gown Ploeg, brother of the bride and
Haar, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
cuffs of the bishop sleeves,emtin Van Vuuren of Grand Rapids. Inn of Holland before leaving
groom, best man; Larry Over- Ter Haar of Hamilton.
of white sata peau in an A-line Dale Overbeek, seating t h e
pire waist and bodice which
Given in marriage by her on a wedding trip to Florida.
weg and Dave Prins, groomsdesign featuring an empire guests.
was also trimmed with tiny
A late summer wedding is brother,John V. Van Zanten of The bride was graduated
men;
Verne
Hulst
and
Ron
waist, high neckline and bishop
The reception was held in the
covered buttons. Her chapeljlanned.
Everett, Wash., the bride wore from Dordt College of Iowa and
Eding, brother of the bride,
sleeves. Pearls, crystal beads
length double mantilla was edgTulip Room of the Hotel Warm
ushers;
and
Todd
Hulst,
ringa floor-lengthgown of velvet teaches physical education at
and gathered lace accented the
ed with matching Venice lace
Friend with Mr. and Mrs. Ron
bearer.
having a high neck and bishop
bod bodice, stand-up collar and
Holland Christian Junior High.
Bakker as master and mistress
cuffs and the chapel • length
sleeves. Garlands of Venice lace
The
honor
attendant was atof ceremonies.Mr. and Mrs.
detachable train fell from the
defined the bodice and A-line The groom is a carpenter contired in a pink and cranberry
Dennis Van Rhee were at the
empire waist with gathered lace
skirt and outlined the double tractor.
floral print gown styled with
punch bowl, Mr. and Mrs. Jay
accents. Her elbow
length
LANSING
Carl
ruffles at the high neckline and
Freriks and Mrs. and Mrs. Ned & Sons, Inc., of Allegan
'>>60^6
double illusion veil was secured
wrists of the long, full sleeves.
Freriks opening gifts and Miss
low bidder for one of two
by a Juliet cap of alencon lace
A cranberry velvet bolero with
"pr806j
and scattered seed pearls and Jill Freriks and Miss Shelly jects for construction
matching velvet ribbon lacing
Bakker registeringguests.
miles of Interstate196 Freeway
she carried a bouquet of white
Mrs. Floyd Hutchins hosted accented the bodice and she
Followinga wedding trip to between Grand Rapdis and Hoiroses and white carnations.
the first meeting of the new wore a cluster of pink flowers
Mrs. Randall Gutknechtwas Florida, the couple will reside land, the State Highway Com- year of Theta Alpha Chapter of with long velvet streamers in
East 9th St. The groom mission announced Friday,
maid of honor with Mrs. Donna at
Beta Sigma Phi Monday eve- her hair. She carried three
"Lake Macatawa — Summer evaluate his findings of last
Nichols as bridesmaid and Miss is employed by General Motors The Allegan firm was low bid- ning at her home. Guest speak- long-stemmedpink roses.
1971” was the topic of the slide summer.
April Bakker and Miss Gayle in Grand Rapids and the bride der for the second project of er was Dale Conklin of the HolThe bridesmaidsand flower
program viewed by the Holland During the business meeting,
Freriks as flower girls. All is a December graduate of four miles of 1-196 from south land Community Theater who girl were dressed similarly to
Garden Club Thursday after- Mrs. Donald Kingsley,president,
were attired in long dresses of Western Michigan University in of Byron Rd west to the Alle- 1 spoke to the gr0up on profes. Miss Eding with the bridesnoon at the Woman’s Literary announced the appointment of a
dark blue velvet with long Education.
maids each carrying a single
Club.
nominatingcommittee, consistrose and the flower girl carryMrs. Roscoe F. Giles, conser- ing of Mrs. FrederickMeyer,
Work includes grading and into the work behind the scenes ing a basket of pink sweetheart
vation chairman, introducedthe chairman, Mrs. L.J. Geuder
drainage structures, construe- , Conklin has spent many years roses.
Is
speaker, Dr. Eldon Greij, as- and Mrs. Raymond Kuiper.
tion of eight bridges and paving, | working with the Community
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Ellens
sociate professor of biology at
with a completion date of Octo- 1 Theater and also the Red Barn
In keeping with the conserpresided at the reception held
Hope College.
vation program, three large
Theater in Saugatuck.He ex- in the church fellowship room
MisSJudith Kolenbrander
Interstate 1% will extend <8 piajned the various stages of
Dr. Greij and three students green ceramic frogs in bright
where Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Edsampled
Lake Macatawa water red scarves, perching under
production,from the choosing of
Members of the Hope College suit in public presentationsof a m,les from l'94
Mr. /and Mrs. Edwin KolenHarbor north through Holland a script, to set designing, cos- ing poured punch, Paul Wassink
throughout the summer. Their two large ceramic mushrooms,
faculty contributedto the deve- nature different from the publ
brander,
122
East
37th
St.,
anto 1-96 in Grand Rapids. All of tumes, etc. In an open discus- distributedprograms and Sheltests included pH, oxygen con- decorated the tea table. It was
lopment of higher education and cation of papers and books. Durley Tinholtregistered the guests. nounce the engagement of their
the various specific subject ing the past year, the Music De- the uncompleted 24-mile portion sion, Conklin fielded many ques- The Misses Marcia Eding, Bar- daughter, Judith, to Lonnie tent, and surveys of floating or- designed by Mrs. Verna Vandenareas by writing and publishing partment presented more than be tween Grand Rapids and Hoi- tions from the members.
bara Kooiker and Janice Sale Morin, son of Mr. and Mrs. ganisms, fish, and lake bottom berg, tea chairman,who was
Mrs. Charles Combs presided opened the gifts.
creatures in the most intensive assistedby Mrs. Ronald Robin96 professional papers, mono- 70 recitals and concerts in more land is scheduled to be under
ReginaldMorin of Detroit.
contract by spring.
at the business meeting. Service
graphs, and books during 1971. than a dozen differentstates.
A spring wedding is planned. study ever attempted of the son, Mrs. Lawrence Williams
Following a Florida wedding
chairman, Mrs. Raleigh Kerber,
lake. .
and Mrs. Lyman Sicard. Mrs.
“This activity supportsthe These range from solo faculty
trip, the couple will be at home
reported that the Christmas food
Robert Saunders and Mrs. Fred
well - establishedbelief that re- recitalsto large group perforA
Holland
Garden
Club
grant
at 3626 60th St. The bride, a
basket and gifts were delivered
search and advanced study in mances. In the Department of
to Hope College was used to Stearn presided at the tea
recent graduate of Grand Rato a needy family.
the various disciplines is a nec- Art, Delbert Michel and Robert
purchase a stable boat from table.
pids
Junior
College
Practical
Mrs. Combs announcedthat
essary component of effective Vickers have provided original
which
the scientists manipulated
Door hostesseswere Mrs.
Nursing Program, will be emMrs. William Turpin of Precepeducation,” said academic dean illustrationsfor recently pubIntruderstossed a log through
water and soil sampling devices Jerome Counihan and Mrs.
ployed at Holland Hospital and
Morrette Rider. ‘ While Hope lished books, and various’ mem- a plate glass window at Thrifty tor Tau Chapter has agreed to the groom is employed by a
at various depths in Lake Maca- Robinson.
College does seek to proride new bers of the art faculty have pre- Mat Laundry & Dry Cleaners, act as advisor to Theta Alpha.
tawa’s east and west basins.
local mason contractor.
She
will
attend
the
next
meetinformation and expanded know- sented one - man shows of other 402 East Eighth St., early FriThe pH of water samples was
ledge through its various re- creativework in a large variety day to gain entry and fled with ing to be held at the home of
Injured
high, which means the lake
Local
Woman's
Mother
Mrs.
James
Essenberg
on
Jan.
The Holland police departsearch programs,their overrid- college and commercial gal$200 in cash, Ottawa county 17.
water is basic or alkaline.
ment has received a $36,800 feding purpose is the improvement leries throughout the country,
Dies in Netherlands
Hits
deputies said.
Oxygen content of Lake MacPlans were finalizedfor the!
eral matching grant for sophof teaching and learning. In
Department of Theatre last
The breakin was discovered bowling and pizza party schedulGRYPSKERK, The Nether- isticated police communicationsatawa was found to be rather
port of this philosophy, nearly .vear presented 60 student - dirat 7:05 a.m.
nothing ed for Saturday.
lands — Mrs. /Johannes (Geert- equipment, it was announced low. Many samples gave simiall researchactivities'
Plays on campus suppleappeared wrong.
The hostess gift was present- je) Huiskamp-Dykstra,died at Friday by Chief Charles Lind- lar results because the lake is
ed by Hope College faculty are menting their faculty- directed
SAUGATUCK
Four perThe cash in bills and coins ed to Mrs. Melvin Ott. Attend- her home here Friday at the strom.
shallow and surface water is
joint faculty- studentprojects.” series of productions given both
sons,
including
two
from
Holwas in a bank bag which bore ing the meeting were Mrs. Gary age of 84.
in Holland and other college and
The funds, matched locally mixed with deeper water.
Recently a front page story
land. suffered minor injuries
the
name
of
First
National
Bank.
She is survived by two sons
Bartlett, Mrs. Combs, Mrs. Eschurch communities.
by appropriationsfor equipment Dr. Greij collected and classi- Saturday when the car in
appeared in the London Times
‘‘Student - faculty research Officers said damage to the senberg, Mrs. Kerber. Mrs. in The Netherlands and by her in the new police building un- fied the many types of freedwelling on the discoveries of
which they were riding struck
and scholarly productivity not window on the southwest corner Philip Kimberly, Mrs. Hutchins, only daughter, Mrs. John (Etta) der construction along West floating plankton,algae, and
two Hope faculty members in
the rear of a semi-truckparked
of
the
building
was
estimated
Mrs.
Robert
Pitt,
Mrs.
Ott,
and
Elsinga,
172
Sunset
Dr.,
Holland,
only serves to enhance the onEighth St., will provide equip- crustaceans found in the lake. along northbound 1-196 400 feet
the area of race relations attiat $100.
Mrs. Jack Singer.
Mich.
ment enabling Holland police Each type was photographed north of a ramp of M-89 south
to be in direct radio contact and is typical of that found in of here.
with the fire department and shallow and nutrient-rich water.
Dr. Gtorge Bishop of Hope Col- , S'-', “u , d 0 ‘T StUJdent s
The four were treated at
_ i major field of interest and proWorking with Michigan Destreet department as well as
lege. While Dr. Myers was cor.V™
• p
Douglas Community Hospital
"vides him with
other law enforcementagencies partmentof Natural Resources
and released.
to the p
- A
: duction
dSL’To
equipment, the Hope team was
in the state.
of the Hope faculty, George
,
vocational
field
Allegan county deputies said
at that time a memhe- '0cati°nal field he will enter
nop wa. at tnai ume a memoer 1)non ora^natiAn
nr
The new radio equipment in able to describe the lake’s fish the car was driven by Roger
upon graduation,”concluded Dr.
of the colleges semor class.
police cruisers and the police population in June, July and
Starring, 17, of Fennville. His
This example is not an unusual A,uerheadquartersin Civic Center again in September. The age
passengers were Keith Starring,
one, since frequently Hope stu.
will put the local police on a of each fish netted was esti16, of Fennville, and Jackie
dents are listed as co - authors L'ne ^0Y/ Two Girls Listed
separate frequency for intra- mated from its weight -and
Kohl, 17, of 6474 Maple Lane
length.
Only
one
largemoutb
with faculty members in publi- At Holland Hospital
city police communications. All
and Jan De Waard, 18, of 66th
cations.
cruisers also will be able to gass was caught in September,
St., both of Holland.
Research is frequently asso- Holland Hospital has reported
communicate with the county and Dr. Greij noted that in the
Deputiessaid the driver of
ciated with the various scientific three new babies,one boy and
sheriff’s department and the 1930’s Lake Macatawa was one
the
truck, Leo James Hornsubject areas, but in realityin- two girls.
street department on a city of the finest bass lakes in tbe
brook, 39, of route 1, Hesperia,
volves all of the various colfrequency.
^
Born Friday was a daughter,
lege departments in their speciAmong nearly 20 species of had pulled off the side of the
Lindstrom said the first phase
Rebecca
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs.
road and was sleeping in his
fic areas of interest. Three of
of the communicationsplan, in- fish found were several not
truck when the mishap occurred
the most recent publicationsin- Terry Reimink, 610 West Lakeusually
associated
with
HhlTJoIstallationof equipment in the
at 12:32 a.m. today. He was not
clude a book by Dr. Charles Hut- j wood Blvd.
cruisers and the base station in land lake. The workers looha
reported injured.
tar, Professor of English, enrainbow
trout
and
a
chinook
Born Saturday was a son,
Civic Center, is to be completed
titled ‘‘Imaginationand the
salmon.
Russel Lane, to Mr. and Mrs.
in February^
Spirit,” published by William
Eric Siam, 650 Whitman. HolDr. Greij expressed his views Harry Fords to Host
Additional equipmentis to be
Eerdmaos in Grand Rapids. The land, and a daughter, Nancy
installed in the new police on the importance of maintain- Open House on Tuesday
five hundred page volume inAnne, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
building.
ing the large marshland around
cludes contributionsfrom a varMr. and Mrs. Harry C. Ford
Mannes. 899 Knoll Dr., Zeeland.
The
grant
was
available Windmill Island; first, because
iety of authors and deals
through the Law Enforcement it traps nutrients from Black welcomed friends and relathe Christian traditionin literu:.
AssistanceAdministration and River which otherwisewould tives Tuesday evening at their
ary works. Dr. William Schrier. ^owmoblle Mishap
the Office of CriminalJustice get into the lake;, secondly, the home, 715 Saunders Ave., on the
retired Professor of Speech, has j Tom Branderhorst, 19, of 257
Programs.
sand and gravel bottom pro- occasion of their 45th wedding
published a book entitled. ‘‘Con- : East 32nd St., was listed in
anniversary.
vides
a breeding place for northtest Oratory,” in which he “fair” condition Saturday in
Mr and Mrs. Ford were marern pike and other desirable
Marriage Licenses
draws from his forty years of Holland Hospital with head and
ried by the late Dr. Thomas W.
fish; and lastly, because it sup(Ottawa County)
experience as teacher and i neck injuries suffered in a
Davidson, pastor of Hope Church
Robert Haffstutler, 18, and ports a tremendous number of
coach of oratory. Dr. Paul j snowmobile mishap Friday afin 1927. They have two daughGloria Fletcher, 17, Elgin, 111.; bird species.
Fried, Professor of History,pro- ternoon. The mishap reportedters, Mrs. James F. (Wilma)
In
conclusion,
Dr.
Greij
anRonald Jay Spinner, 19, Moffettvided a major contributionto a ly occurred on property near
Sullivan of Coraopolis, Penn.,
president
of
the
Detroit
office,
Phillips
who
25-YEAR PLAQUE — Ernest Phillips(cenfield, Calif., and VictoriaGarth- nounced his intention of conductbook “Diktataren im Nacken,” 486 Lakewood Blvd. at about 5
and Mrs. Richard V, (Elaine)
ter)
received
o
plaque
for
25
years
of
has
operated
in
Holland
since
1946,
and
by Rolf Italiaander,published p.m. but the Ottawa county
w waite, 20, Spring Lake; Ronald ing a follow-up program of study
Coffill of Port Jervis, N.Y.
Mart G. Cook, zone manager of Grand
service as a local agent for State AutomoG. Van Wieren, 21, Holland, and this summer on plankton changis Germany.
sheriff’s department who invesGrandchildren are Steve ani
Jennifer Atherton, 19, West es, pH, and bottom creatures,
Faculty and student creative tigated said they had no further bile Mutual of Columbus, Ohio. Left to
Rapids. Phillips served a four-yeor term
efforts Id the floe arts areas re- information.
Olive.
thus enabling him to better
right are Thomas W. Enright, resident vice
on City Council in the 1950's.
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Maatman

Engaged

l/M/ss

^ows Said on Saturday

Whitney Becomes

Bride of

Mark Wicks

A

m

by

;SliS

4
im'1
Miss Carol Ann Postma

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Postma,
342 Felch St., announcethe en-

gagement of

their daughter,

Carol Ann, to Richard Allen
Higgins, son of Mr. and Mrs.

mi
i

Mm

l

Virgil Higgins of Kirby, Ohio.

-J

it!

m
Mrs. William

J.

Woodall

Mrs. Mark Harris Wicks
(Host photo)
(fisenberg photo)

Saturday afternoon Miss McComb, flower girl
All wore floor-length velvet
Diane Lynn Maatman became
.

the bride of William J. Woodall. The Rev. EllsworthTen
Clay officiated at the ceremony
in Western Theological Seminary Chapel with Mrs. Harold
Jacoby, organist, and Harley

sapphire gowns having empire
bodices with Venice lace on the
high necklines and cuffs of the
bishop sleeves. Each wore a
matching velvet camelot headpiece and carried a single white
mum. The flower girl carried a
Brown, soloist.
Miss Maatman is the daugher white basket with flower petals.
of Mrs. Vernon Maatman, 322
The groom chose Jeff Slag
Columbia Ave., and the late to be his best man with Ryan
Mr. Maatman, and Mr. Woodall Woodall and David Maatman,
is the son of Mrs. William J. brother of the bride, as groomsWoodall, 657 Graafschap Rd., men. Douglas Maatman. another brother of the bride, and
and the late Mr. Woodall.
The bride wore a traditional Wayne Laarman seated the

gown

of chantillytype lace featuring a sabrina neckline, teacup sleeves and a tierred, full
skirt.
matching mantilla
mounted on a camelot headpiece fell to a chaf>el-length
train and she carried a white
Bible topped with white roses.
The bride was escorted by her
grandfather, Andrew Rutgers,
and was given in marriage by
her mother.

A

Attendantswere Miss Pat
Reek, maid of honor. Miss Debbie Maatman and Miss Darlene
Maatman, sisters of the bride,
as bridesmaids, and Miss Wendi

Two-Act Opera
To Be Presented
At Hope Col lege

Melissa

Holland High's

DAR Good

The reception was held in the

Warm Friend Blue Room
with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Maatman as master and
tress of ceremonies. Mrs.

mis-

Nancy

Robitaille and Tracy attended
the punch bowl and Julie Robitailleregisteredthe guests. Miss
Karen Bowen and Miss Carol
Taylor opened gifts.
Following an eastern wedding
trip, the newlyweds will reside
in Holland. Both are employed
at Holland Cotton Products.

Baby Picture
Contest Set
27

New

Citizen

.

k

(Mersman photo)

Pastor,

Familg

of jewelled alencon leaves reThe Rev. C. Johnson perfor- leased her train-lengthillusion
Mr. and Mrs. James Schout,
med the ceremony followingap- veil.
8079 Riley St., Zeeland, an- propriate organ music played
Floor-lengthred velvet gowns
nounce the engagement of their | by Ken Whitney, brother 'of 'the trimmed with white lace, and
daughter,Beverly Gayle, to bride, and Mrs. Norma Soots- red velvet juliet headpieces
were worn by the bridal attenHarvin Allyn Geerts, son of man, soloist.
The bride selectedKim Dick- dants.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Geerts,
inson as her maid of honor and
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Anderson
380 Fourth Ave.
Kathy Binder, Marcia Miles and of Kalamazoo were host and
An August wedding is being Jackie Whitney, all of Fennville, hostess at the reception in St.

Shippers,

and

.....

City

.^ZSdirSf

Appeal

For Cutter

lo^utr^

fare Board, a delegate to Girl’s

1971

Homecoming chairman

organized Women’s Auxiliary of

Park Township Building

Near $4 Million

in

1971

Building permits in Park] F. Reus, 1614 South Shore
township for 1971 total^ $3 971- Dr„ gara6e, $MOO;
Beel
709, an increase of $1,326,719
^
over the 1970 total of $2,644,990,L0"iracu)raccording to Building Inspector Dories, 1196 Waukazoo

K

the American G.I. Forum.

All entries must be 5 by 7
The pictures may be an
enlarged snapshot but should be
of the child alone. A donation of
The contemporary American 50 cents to $1 should accompany
opera, called "a masterpiece of each entry. Entries should be
melodrama. . .” is the story mailed not later than Jan. 25 to:
of a distraught spiritualist who American G.I. Forum, c/o Sepbecomes the victim of her own eda, 1539 Elmer St.
fraud and fear.
Auxiliary officers list Mrs.
Victoria Granzow, sophomore Cindy Sepeda, chairman; Alice
contralto from Royal Opk, will Quintero, treasurer; Celia Rutsing the title role of Baba, the ledge, secretary, and Arlene
medium, and Lois Veenhoven, Arenas, publicity. Purpose of the
junior soprano from Holland auxiliaryis to open a teen canwill be heard as Monica. Sheila teen In the future.Proceeds of
Schuller, a junior from Santa the contest will go toward colAna, Calif., plays Mrs. Nolan, lege scholarshigsfor needy and
and Phyllis Acocella, a junior minority studenh.
from Colonia, N. J., and Chris
Judging will be done by a jury
Liggett,
sophomore from consistingof Mayor L.W. Lamb
Miss Melissa Hakken
Kalamazoo, portray Mr. and Jr., Mrs< Charles Lindstromof
Mrs. Gobineau,members of a Holland and Mr. and Mrs.
and on the senior play props
seance. David Leestma, a junRalph Arriaga of Grand Rapids.
committee.She is also active
ior from Brandenton,Fla., is
in athletics such as GAA, Dutch
Toby, a deaf-mute.
Dance, swim team and powder
Piano accompaniment is propuff football.
vided by piano majors Janet
The Elizabeth Schuyler HamilSiderius,a senior from Waterat
ton Chapter of the DAR of Holloo, Iowa and Mariaane Meyers,
a junior from Franklin Lakes, Mrs. Robert (Alice) Cole, 55, land will present Miss Hakken
N. J. Presented as a Studio of 1688 South Shore Dr., died with the Good Citizen pin while
a certificateof award will be
Class project the opera is dir- Saturday at Holland Hospital
given
to her by the National
following
a
lingering
illness.
ected by Joyce Morrison of the
Society, DAR.
music department faculty and
Surviving in addition to her
staged by Michael Grindstaffof husband are three brothers, The Holland High representative, along with the other local
the theatre department.
Fred. Elmer and George Oudewinners, advances to the state
inches.

a

Mrs. Robert Cole

L.P. Godfrey, 80,

taking part in the service.

55

level competition which is judg-

ed on a questionairecompleted

t

Arthur P.

Sas.

Dr., carport, $800; Wassink

There were 149 permits for Brothers, contractor.

new homes totaling $3,583,135
This figure included eight

C. Buikema. 3564 168th Ave.,

enclose patio, $200; self con-

apartmeptbuildingsfor 32 units
at a cost of $256,000.In all, tractor.
D. Rietman, lot 157, Harringthere were 182 housing units.
During 1970 112 permits for ton’s 4th addition, 3 bedroom
ranch house with attached ganew homes were issued.

Peter’s Church, Douglas.
Following a two-week wedding
trip to Florida, the newlyweds
will make their home on Center St. in Douglas.
The groom is employedby the
Transmatic ManufacturingCo.,
Holland, and the bride is a secretary for Douglas Elementary
School.

JoyceeAuxiliory
Has DinnerMeet
At Country

Club

The January meeting of the
Holland Jaycee Auxiliary was
held Wednesday evening at the
Holland Country Club. Following a social hour and dinner, the
business meeting was called to
order by Mrs. William Coupe,

a series of efforts to delay the in Fennville for the past three
announced retirementby the years, moving from Chicago.
Coast Guard of the Woodbine.
Surviving are his wife, KarOfficials of the city met with en; two sons, John R. and Donrepresentatives of the Coast ald of Chicago; a daughter, Mrs. president.
Guard Festival committee and Emery (Carol) Nissen of GanGuests introduced were Mrs.
other interestedpersons Thurs- ges; eight grandchildren; a Pat Albright, District VI vice
day night. Operators of petrol- 1 brother, Albert E. of Ganges; president, who explained her
eum terminals expressed con- two sisters, Mrs. Felix (Doro- duties, and her traveling comcern for oil tankers in winter! thy) Steffens of Tripoli, Wis. panion from Kentwood, Mrs.
icing conditionsif the Woodbine and Mrs. Robert (Julia) Night- Jara Kodish. New Jaycee memor a replacement was not avail- ingale of Kalamazoo; two half- bers’ wives present were Mrs.
able to keep the harbor open brothers, Walter Johnson of Thomas Larson and Mrs. James
in the winter months.
route 2, Fennville and Louis Van
,
Earlier, Rep. Guy Vander Johnson of South Haven and
VISV/AkVVJ \JH
Mrs. Coupe Areported
on VIVV
elec-

Jagt and Sen. Robert

Griffin two half - sisters, Mrs. John
sent a joint telegram to Admir- (Hanna) Bodnar of Pennsylvaal Bender urging reconsidera- nia and Mrs. William (Rose)
tion for the Woodbine.
Swann of Chicago.

•Putten.

nonresidential remodeling,and ranch house with attached ga
$53,950 for garages and car- rage, $15,000;self, contractor

tions for an additionaldirector
on the board, the March of
Dimes drive and Holland’s visitation to the Walker Auxiliary
on Jan. 19. Mrs. John Bristol
gave her vice president’s report and minutes were read by
secretary,Mrs. Jack Van Kampen. Mrs. Chris Hall gave the

ports.

treasurer’sreport.

The breakdown also

rage, $15,000;self, contractor.

listed

D. Rietman. lot 158, Harring$165,473 for residentialrepairs
and remodeling.$169,606 for ton’s 4th addition, 3 bedroom

G. Mulder, 1918 Willow St.,
by months follows: residentialremodeling, $670;
January, $81,250; February, self, contractor.
The

Standing committee reports
were given by Mrs. Bill Clay
on yearbook and by Mrs. Martin De Vries on awards. The
Jaycee Appreciation Week Party
will be held at the FOP Lodge

total

$198,925; March, $377,900; April,

J. Mulder, lot 67, Harrington’s 4th addition, 3 bedroom
ranch house with attached garage, $20,000; self, contractor.
M. Van Wieren, lot 372 and
375 Waukazoo, 4 bedroom 2
story house with attachedgarage, $27,000; self, contractor.
M. Van Wieren, lot 23, Wau-

$373,237; May, $208,265; June,
$382,927; July, $391,343;August,
$433,245; September. $335,950;
October, $393,574; November,
$304,120;December, $234,518.
The December total of $234,518 listed 10 new homes for
$209,900;six residentialremodeling, $17,220; two garages,
$2,200; one commercial remodeling, $5,000; one fence, $198.

on Jan. 22. All Jaycee

members

residential611

and their wives are invited. Cochairmen for the event are Mrs.
Gary Holvick, Mrs. Gary
Jaarda and Mrs. Tom Mannes.
Mrs. Don Disselkoen, auxiliary chairman for the benefit
dance, reported the dance will
be held in the Leisure Acres
Pavilion on June 3 with music
by the Galaxies.Co-chairmen
are Mrs. Doug Carter, decorations, Mrs. Holvick, tickets, and
Mrs. Dave Vander Kool, pub-

self, contractor.

licity.

M. Van Wieren, lots 30 and WHEATON, 111. — Albert H.
31, Pine Bay Subdivision, 3 WeeJdreyer,65, of 15840 Riley

be

Ave.,

5 bedroom

2

story house with attached garage, $30,000; self, contractor.

follow:

December permits
H. Beelen, 2503 160th

_

kazoo Woods,

I

“r.riodeling' J350: A.H. Weeldreyer
renSeling!" DiCS Ot Age 65

John (Sena) Van Den Berge of by the contestants.
Dies in
Miss Hakken’s mother, the bedroom ranch house with at- St., Holland died while visiting
Holland and a sister-in-law,Mrs.
former
Peggy Hadden, also re- tached garage, $17,000; self here Saturday, following an apSteven Oudemolen, also of Holparent heart attack.
KALAMAZOO - Leo P. God- land.
presented Holland High School
K.
Dekker, 1455 Waukazoo A former Wheaton resident, he
as
a
DAR
Good
Citizen.
frey, 80, of Kalamazoo,formerDr., residentialremodeling,had teen living in Holland since
ly of Holland and the New Sixth Church Guild Hears
$500; Alcor, Inc., contractor. Ma)'> 1971- He was a member
Richmond areas died Sunday About Church in China
William Bowerman, PK155, | of the Wheaton Bible Church.
Victor I.
3 bedroom ranch house, $17,500; SOrviving are his wife, Cora;
in Borgess Hospital followinga
The Guild for Christion SerM. Van Wieren, contractor. two sons, Dr. Robert Weeldreyer
3
Dies
short illness.
vice of Sixth Reformed Church
A. DeVries, PK 98-1, addition 9f Holland and Douglas of CalBefore his retirement he was
met Tuesday evening in the Victor I. Mares, 3-month-old and residential remodeling, $15- ifornia; a daughter, Marjorie,
employed at Baker Furniture
church lounge with Lim-Kim- son of Mr. and Mrs. David 000; D. Graham, contractor. als0 of California and five
Co. in Holland.
Toin of Singapore as guest Mares of 155 Central Ave., was
R. Eilander, lot 28. Fendt grandchildren.
Surviving are his wife, Vivspeaker.
dead on arrival at Holland Farm Subdivision, 3
ian; two sons^ Chris of Holland
x ,n
and William of Kalamazoo; He spoke on how the church Hospital Sunday. The child had ranch house with attached gathree daughters, Mrs. Gerald in China started and spread been taken into his parents’ rage, $26,400;B. N y h 0 f, con- T^° °°VS Reported Born
In Holland, Zeeland
(Helen) Van Order of Phoenix, when the people migrated from bed and was believedsuffocated
D. Mass, PK 39, U4 story _
Ariz., Mrs. Harold (Pauline) China to Singapore. He is pre- in the bedding. An autopsy was
house, $17,000;self, contractor. ; Two teys were reported born
Armstrong of Kalamazoo and sently a student at Hope Col- scheduled today.
Point West, Macatawa Park. over, the weekend in Holland
Mrs. Harry (Leah) Jacobs of lege and will return to Singa- Survivingin addition to his
Santa Clara, Calif.;13 grand port when he completes his parents are a brother, David commercial addition and re- and Zeeland Hospitals,
children; four great-grandchil-studied
Jr.; maternal grandparents. modeling, $5,000; J. Borr, con- Born Sunday in Holland HosP>tal was a son to Mr. and
dren; one brother, Harvey off Mrs. Boyd De Boer, presi* Mrs. Irene Santos of Holland
Fennville;three sisters, Mrs. dent, welcomed members and and Clemente Santos of HousE. Berega, lot 2, Ventura Vil- Mrs. Roy Hoggart, route 1,
Gladys Schrotenboer of Holland guests. Devotions were led by ton, Texas; the paternal grand- lage, 3 bedroom ranch house Grand Junction.
In Zeeland Hospital, a son,
Mrs. Helen Pell of Grand Rap- Mrs. Gordon Pippel. Hostesses parents, Ubaldo Mares of Tex- with attached garage, $25,000;
ids and Mrs. Glen Repp of for the evening were Mrs. Ted as and Mrs. Inocencia Mares of Harrington Builders,contractor. Todd Francis, was born Satur
Florida. A daughter. Leona, I Aalderink,Theresa Achterhof Holland and several uncles and
M. Swaby, 229 Greenwood, day to Mr. and Mrs. Duane
preceeded him in
I and Mrs. James Barkel.
aunts.
fence, $198; self, contractor. Pickering of Hudsonville.

Auxiliary board meeting will
held Jan. 17 at Mrs. Van

Kalamazoo

Kampen’s home. The February
membership meeting will be
Feb. 2 at the Colonial Green
Commons. Guest speaker will
be Larry Hilldore, director of
social services for Ottawa

contractor.

Mares,

Months,

;

1

bedroom

County.

Members present were the
Mesdames Duane Baumgard-

-

T D

ner, Bristol, Carter, Clay, Scott

Coombes, De Vries, Disselkoen,
Hall,

n

Marriage Licenses

!

tractor.

Brian Hansen, Holvick,

Jaarda, Mannes, Robert Schrotenboer, Vander Kooi and Van
Kampen.

tractor.

death.

train. A face-framer headpiece

Church.

.

by the newly

molen, all of Holland; two
sisters, Mrs. Gary .(Fanny)
Visch of California and Mrs.

his Calvin Theological Seminary classmates,

in Saugatuck Congregational

,

was

Succumbs

Miss Beverly Gayle Schout

as bridesmaids. The flower girl
This year, as in previous ^ get-acquainted party was cial New Year's Day services. planned.
was Brenda Rich of Kalama, „ . held at Maranatha ChristianRe- He comes to Holland from Denyears, the senior class at Hoi- formed Church Thursday for
zoo.
ver, Colo., where he was pastor
The groom chose his brother,
land High School elected a the church’snew pastor, the of Third ChristianReformed
David, as best man while Mike
girl on the basis of depend- ! Rev. Kermit Rietema and his Church since 1964.
Rich, Uddo Derr, Randy Wicks,
His other pastorates included
ability, service, leadership
Don Wicks and Bob Wicks serNewton, Iowa, and Arcadia,
personalitywltom it though, had
He™ Calif. He is a 1953 graduate of
ved as groomsmen.
the ability to assume respon- Kolk and readings were given Calvin Seminary and his home
The bride wore a gown of
angelskin peau de soie with a
sibility and patriotism.For its by Cal Van Noord, Miss Betty town is Kanawha, Iowa.
He is married to the former
1971-72 DAR Good Citizen the Aussicker and Mrs. Morris
GRAND HAVEN - Officials
Peerbolt. The Maranatha Choir Glea Swartwood and they have
class chose Melissa Hakken,
sang and the second grade four children, David at home;
J-R- Johnson, 65,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilclass of the Sunday school also Mrs. Douglas (Thelma )
liam T. Hakken, 60 East 26th
sang.
Dies in Hospital
St.
A social hour followedthe Schooneveldof Denver; Greg,
Miss Hakken is a member of
main
for
the
winter
icebreak-i
DQUGLAS-John R. Johnson.
serving with the Navy in §inop,
program.
ing season or until a suitable re
National Honor Society, clerk
65, of route 2, Fennville died
Rev. Rietema was installed Turkey and Mark of Grand Ra- placement can be found.
of the Holland High School StuSaturday at Community Hospital
as the church’s pastor in spe- pids. There are two grandsons.
The letter, signed by Mayor following a one-year illness.
dent Council, presidentof AthleJohn Walhout, was the latest in
tic Sisters, chairman of the WelBorn in Chicago, he had lived

State, a member of Horizons
of a baby photographic contest
and Hope Reformed Church and
for area children 1 to 3 years
of age, sponsored

m

Congregation Fetes

Hakken

Is

Hotel

afvthe church. Rev. Rietema was installed
as the church's new pastor on New Year's
Day, with local ministers,several of them

Church, Thursday at a get-acquainted party

brother of the bride, carried the
rings.

Rev.

Kefmit Rietema, Mrs. Rietema and their
son, David were honored by the congregation of Maranatha Christian Reformed

guests and Daniel Maatman,

Judging will be done Jan.

Giano-Carlo Menotti’s twoact opera, “The Medium" will
be presented by Hope College
music students Friday and Saturday, Jan. 21 and 22, in the
auditoriumof the DeWitt Student and Cultural Center. The
Friday performance will begin
at 4 p.m. and Saturday’s at 7
p.m. Admissionwill be free.

NEW PARSONAGE FAMILY - The

Miss Pamela Kay Whitney, high collar and Victorian
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sleeves. Re-embroidered lace
Eugene Rich, 53rd St., Fennville, trimmed the bodice with garbecame the bride of Mark lands and scatteredjewelled
Harris Wicks, son of Mr. and medallionsextending to the
Mrs. Jack Wicks of Douglas- hemline of the full panelled
Saturday at a 4 p.m. ceremony skirt which fell to a chapel

FOUR GENERATIONS —

Mrs. Obbie (Catherine) Van
71 in April joined her son, Kenneth Van
(standing), grandson,Larry Van Dam (right) and

Dam who

Dam

will be

six-month-old great-grandson, Jeffery Scort, for ihis four
generation picture.All four generations live on route 1 in
Hamilton.

Ottawa County
Richard James Perrault, 25
Zeeland, and Ina Luckilli
Tucker, 28, Holland; Thoma;
Michalak, 20, and Diane Mark
Zemaitis,18, Marne; Davk
William Baas. 28, Grand Haven
and Anna Magdalena Kijowici
23, West Olive; Gregg Allei
Bareman, 22, HudsonvUIe,am
Jane Ellen Huizenga,21, Jeni
son.
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Sunday School

'

Engaged

Doctorate

Robert Ritsema

Sunday, Jan. 16
The Healing Christ
Luke 8:40-56
By C. P- Dame
When Jesus was upon the'
earth He saw many sick people
and He healed many. His healing ministry pointed out that|
Thf Homr d the
Holland City New*
He was divine; His miraculous
Published every
Thursday by the powers were intended to prove
ntinel PrintingCo. His deity. Jesus sought to
Office. 54 • 56 West
Eighth Street.Holland. make a person whole — bothi
Michigan.49423.
body and soul.
I. Need often drives a person
Editor and Publisher

Robert Ritsema. chairman of
the department of music at Hope
College, has been awarded his
Ed.D. degree in music education from the Universityof

i

Telephone

Using

News Items
Adver

...........

... 392-2314

_

to the Lord. After healing the|

demoniac in “the country ofj
the Gadarenes” Jesus, by request, left and returned to Galilee where He was warmly
synagogue,a layman and a
Miss Linda Kay Loiind
churchman,came to Jesus and
fell dowm at His feet “and be-i
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick C.
sought Him that He would
come into his house” and heal Lound, 297 West 24th St./ announce the engagement of their
his sick daughter who was dydaughter, Linda Kay, of Sister
ing and beyond human help.
Lakes, to Steven W. Rehm, of
Jesus responded, and surroundCassopolis,son of Mr. and Mrs.
ed by a throng, went to the
Adolph C. Rehm of Niles.
'

rected. publishers liability shall not
portion of the
enUre cost of such advertisement
as the space occupied by the error
bears to the whole space occupied house.

exceed such

a

Division basketball game
against Comstock Park, as the
easy

Hawkeyes breezed to an

Maroons

Win

Fourth; Hit

49
ST.

Cent

Per
JOSEPH -

Holland Chris-

Hamilton was good on 24 of
85 attempts from the floor for win over River Rouge was no
28 per cent while Comstock fluke, as they downed a good
Park was even cooler with a St. Joseph five Tuesday night,
23 per cent clip on 17 of 74 65-62 in the losers’ gyro.
The Maroons, ror the second
totals.
straight game, used a strong
The Hawks held a wide edge
defense,along with good reon the boards, as reserve Earl
bounding, particularlyby junior
Slotman led the way with 14.
As a team, Hamilton grabbed forward Chuck Visser. This, together with 49 per cent shootoff 64 reboundsto only 32 for
ing, were the key factors in the
the losers.
win. Chrisitan hit an even 50
Guard Dave Jurries, forward per cent of its shots in each
Jack Schrotenboer and sub for- quarter except thp third, when
ward Warren Berens tied for they were seven for 15, and
high scoring honors for Hamilended the game with 25 baskets
ton with 12 markers.Mark Kisin 51 tries at the hoop.
kie led the Panthers with 12
The Bears also had 25 bas-

welcomed. Jairus,a ruler of the!
The publisher shall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing
any advertising unless a proof of
such advertising shall have been
obtained by advertiserand returned
by him in Ume for correctionswith
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon: and in such case
if any error so noted is not cor-

Northview By 1

Everyone

tian's basketballteam proved its

I

Holland. Michigan.

-

played and scored for Hamilton
Tuesday night in a O-K Blue

Michigan.
70-41 virdict.
Dr. Ritsema has been a memBoth teams played rather
ber of the Hope faculty since sloppy ball, as the Hawks were
charged with 24 turnovers compared to the Panthers 30 total.

|

W. A. Butler
Second class postage paid

Win Over Comstock Park
HAMILTON

i

Zeeland Edges

Hamilton Records Easy

Is

Awarded To

Lesson

1972

13,

points.

GRAND RAPIDS - A good 16 counters while Bob Johnson
basketball team can win even and Steve Bassett helped out
with 12 and 10 respectively.
when it doesn’t play well.
Northview took the reserve
Zeeland proved that to Northview here Tuesday night by contest, 53-44. Scott Van Dort
threw in 14 points in a losing
taking a close 56-55 decision.
The victory was the fourth effort.
in
row for Coach H a 1 Zeeland’s freshmen club won
Cutshall’s cagerd and gives its sixth contest in seven tilts
them an overall mark of 5-3. by nudging the Wildcats, 39-34.
The Chix are 3-3 in the O-K Tom Kragt had 18 points for the
White Division while the Wild- Chix.
The Chix will visit South
cats fell to the same loop mark
and are 3-6 for all encounters. ChristianFriday in league con-,
Zeeland managed to hit on test that will be played in East
35 per cent of its shots (23 of Kentwood’s gym.
Zeeland (56)
66) from the court while NorthFG FT PF TP
view was good on ((22 of 81)
Engle,
f
..........
2
5
for 27 per cent. The Chix made
only 10 of 20 free throws while j Bassett, f ........ 5 0 1 10
the losers were good on 11 of Johnson, c ........4 4 3 12
Bennett, g ........ ° 4
17.

a

12

Kent Engle, Terry Hop and Hop, g ............\
Kurt Bennett led the Chix to Louis, g ............ 1

1

0

a 50-48 advantage on the boards. Zuverink, f ........4 0
as they hauled down 12. 11 and Matt, f ............0

10 in thgt order against the
Totals ...... 23 10 18 56
taller Wildcats.
Northview (55)
Six-foot-five center Steve
FG FT PF TP
Scott Ames, who was leading
9
the loop in scoring with a 26 Keeling, f ........ 4
point average was held to only Wolbers, f ........ 3 1
12 points by the aggressive Chix Ames, c ..........3 6
Young, g ..........2 1
defense.
was
the Reamon, g ........7 0
Guard Bill Reamon
.... ........
....

Miss Lound received her BA
kets while firing 68 times. After
Jesus was held up on the
Hamilton’s win levels its the first quarter nearly every
degree from Central Michigan
way by a woman who had sufoverall record at 4-4 and gives shot St. Joseph took was hurOne year. $7.00; six months. fered from a hemorrhage for University and is a junior high
13
|4.00: three months. $2 50: single
them a loop mark of 3-3. The ried, as Christian’s defense kept
teacher in the Dowagic Union
Robert
Ritsema
copy. 10c U.S.A. and possessions 12 years. Due to her ailment
Panthers are now 2-4 in the the pressure on.
subacripUonspayable in advance she was ceremoniallyunclean School System. Mr. Rehm servand wiU be prompUy discontinued
ed four years in the U.S. Air September,1967 serving as O-K.
Holland Christian (65)
(Leviticus15) and excluded
if not renewed.
Force, attended Syracuse Uni- chairman of the departmentthe The Hawks dropped the reFG FT PF TP
Subscribers will confer a favor from normal life, her family
versity and is presently em- past three years.
by reporUng prompUy any irreguserve tilt, 57-56. Dale Lubbers, Visser, f .........
1 2 1 Wildcats’ top scorer with 14 Steenland, ........ 3^ 2
larity to delivery. Write or phone and social life. Two people, a ployed by United Church DirecA1 Yoak, and Darcy Prins scor- Mulder, .........
1
1
He
received
his
B.A.
degree
392-2311.
man and a woman, from two tories of Galian, Ohio.
markers.
2 14 Bennett paced the Chix with Totals ...... 22 11 18 55
from Hope in 1957 and an M.M. ed 13, 12, and 11 points respec- Vogelzang, c ....
social groups, but both needy,
An April 1 wedding is planned.
Schrotenboer, g ..
5
degree from the University of tively for the Hawks.
THEY MAY HAVE
sought to be helped and Jesus
1 25
Hamilton
plays at Middleville Plasman, g ..... 11
Michigan.
SOMETHING
gave time to both of them, r
Klompmaker, f ..
2
Prior to joining the Hope Friday.
Jess Uoruh has been a big The nameless woman and the
Klaasen, g .......
9
Hamilton
(70)
man in Californiapolitics for a prominentlayman both needed
faculty Dr. Ritsema taught
Smith, g .........
1
8
FG FT PF TP
long time. In 1968 he led the Jesus and were helped by Him.
strings and directed the orDemocratic state delegation at Both of the needy persons had
chestra in the Portage public Ellens, f ..........1 0 3 2
Totals ........ 25 15 16 65
Chicago and became a familiar faith in Jesus.
schools system. He also served Schrotenboer, f .. 5 2 0 12
St. Joseph (62)
face on television. Because he
The woman made her way
on the faculty of Wisconsin State Roelofs, c ........ 1 3 1 5
FG FT PF TP
Kreuze,
g
........
1
5
4
7
is so well known, he was invited through the crowd and
KALAMAZOO— Holland High’s as they continue to improve this
University— Oshkosh.
Kugle,
f .........3
2 6 swimming
Jurries, g ........ 3 6 2 12
to California State College at “touched the border of His
team absorbed its season.
Dr. Ritsema is vice president
0
Slotman, f ........3 0 3 6 Kolberg, f .......
The Dutch are now 4-3 in
Long Beach. Calif, to spark garment” and was healed. Jethird defeat of the season, sinkof the Michigan Orchestra Asso3
Lokers, g ........
0 2 Scheffler,c ......
some interest among young sus felt powers leaving Him and
ing 59-46 at the hands of the dual meet competition. They
ciation and a member of the
Berens, f ........ 4 4 1 12 Crossman,g ...... 3 0
people in gettingregisteredand asked, “Who touched Me?” The
Kalamazoo Loy Norrix Knights will host the Muskegon tankboard of directors of the Brink, c ......
Ryan, g ..........
6
2 0
voting.
Tuesday evening in the Loy Nor- ers Tuesday, Jan. 18 at 6:30
trembling woman spoke up and
National School Orchestra Asso1
Lubbers, g ....... 2 0 0 4 Nisbet, f .........
The advertising was excel- told Jesus how she had been
p.m. in the Holland Community
rix Natatorium.
ciation.He is the historian for Nieuwsma, g ..... 1 2 1 4 Asselin,
.........
0
lent, and the campus a large
healed, whereupon He said,
The meet see-sawed as the Fool.
the American String Teachers
Ciavarvino, g .... 1 0
one. But when Jess Unruh rose
Results in order of finish:
“Daughter, be of good comfort:
Knights
took an early lead, but
Haack,
g
........
2
Associationand an honorary
24 22 16 70
Totals
to speak no more than 200 stu200-yard medley relay — Loy
thy faith hath made thee
yielded the lead to the Dutch
life member of the Michigan
dents were on hand to listen.
whole.” Never did she forget
Totals ........ 25 12 15 62 after four events, regaining a Norrix,Holland (Wyckoff,Lamb,
School Band and Orchestra AsComstock Park (41)
A short distance away, basking those words.
slight margin three events later. J. Beedon, Vander Sluis). Time
sociation.
FG FT PF TP
in the sun. were the other hunII. Patience is rewarded.
He
is
the
Hope
faculty
repDistance man Dave Ter Haar 1:54.2.
Dykema,
f
.......
3
dreds. totally obliviousto what
While Jesus was delayed word I
200-yard freestyle
Ter
resentative to the Michigan In- Roden, f .........4
put on a fine show in the 2009
was goin3 on.
came that the daughter had
Haar
(H),
Holmes
(LN),
Cloyd
tercollegiate
Athletic
Associayard
freestyle
to
snatch
first
Kiskie, c .........6 0 2 12
Of course tins isn't an isolated
died which shocked the father
tion and is serving as chair- L. Smith, g .......1 0 0 2
place honors for Holland. Ter (LN). Time 2:02.6
event. It has always been difbut not Jesus who simply said,
Still
Miss Windy Lee Upton
man of the executivecouncil Dewey, g ........
3
Haar returned in the 400-yard 200-yard individual medley;
ficult to get young people out
“Fear not, believe only, and
of the MIAA board of governors. Matthews, ...... 0 0 3 0
freestyle, running away with Rhodes (LN), Vande Bunte (H),
to vote, including those from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Upton,
she shall be made whole.” The
He
is president of the Lake- Teliczan, f ....... 0 0 1 0 In
top honors with a time of 4:25.1. Murray (LN). Time 2:15.3.
21 to 25. Life has differentincrowd was left outside the 1103 Lincoln Ave., announce the wood - Waukazoo Parent-Teach- Nye, f ...........
2 6
terests for them and they don’t
The Dutch came off the blocks 50-yard freestyle— D. Beeengagement
of their daughter,
house and Jesus with Peter,
West Ottawa defeated Spring
er Club in Holland and is an C. Smith, c .......2 0 0 4
respond to what seems to them
with a clean sweep in the 50- don(H), Vander Sluis (H), SchraWindy
Lee. to Robert Lee HelJames and John, and the parV. Baranoski, g .. 1 0 0 2 Lake, 31-20 in a non-league yard freestyleas sprintersDick der (LN). Time :24.0.
both dull and blah.
lenthal, son of Mr. and Mrs. elder at FellowshipReformed
Wier, g ...........0 0 1 0 wrestling match at home TuesBut before we take off on the ents stepped into the house and Henry Hellenthal, 1575 Wauka- Church.
Diving: Sundin <H), Weaver
Beedon and Kurt Vander Sluis
day night.
lack of interest among the Jesus with divine authoritysaid.
Dr. Ritsema and his wife, the
netted first and second places (LN), Urnowey (LN). Points
Steve Kruithoff (167) ran his
17 7 21 41
young, the interestamong the “Maid, arise” and she did and 200
former Mary Alice Ferguson, Totals
197.6.
12 wedding is planned,
mark to 9-0 with his seventh respectively with clockings of
more mature isn’t that great then Jesus told the parents to
and their four children reside
100-yard butterfuly— Varley
:24.0 and :26.5.
pin while Bill Monhollen (105)
either. Politicians aren't getting give her somethingto eat. The
at 300 Roosevelt.
(LN), J. Beedon (H), Houting
Ace boardman Dave Sundin
Col lege Is
remainedunbeaten at 4-0 with a
\i%
big crowds anywhere, and the faith of the father was
(H). Time 1:03.5.
once again manipulated for top
decision
for
the
Panthers.
ed.
Both
of
the
persons
who
number of mature voters who
100-yard freestyle- Holmes
Grace
Reformed
Guild For
honors
in
the
diving
competiThe results are as follows:
^
stay home often equals or ex- sought the help of Jesus had
(LN), D. Beedon (H), Tiller
Christian Service Meets
98 pounds: Scott Worstell tion, racking up 197.6 points.
ceeds those that go to the polls. faith in Him.
in
Coach Tom Bos was pleased (LN). Time :54.8.
(WO) draw Paul Twa, 6-6.
We are of the mind that the Faith still brings blessings.
Betty De Visser, president,
105
pounds:
Bill
Monhollen
|
with
many of the individual 400-yardfreestyle — Ter Haar
voter is well aware that it Some people have been healed
presidedat the Monday even- Dr. Paul Fried, Director of (WO) dec. Tim Van Strate, performancesof his swimmers, (H), Getchel (LN), Cloyd (LN).
doesn’t really make that much because they prayed or others
Time 4:25.1.
ing meeting of the Guild for College Vienna Summer School, 2-0.
difference. He hasn’t seen much prayed for them, and the Lord
100-yard backstroke — Folk
Christian Service of Grace Re- Mr. and Mrs. Karl Borsai
112
pounds:
Robert
Holmes
change in his taxes, or changes gave healing.This lesson teach(LN), Vande Bunte (H), Wvckformed Church. Bible study (Karl is instructor of German (SL) dec. Gary Gaskill, 3-2.
in matters of efficiency. And he es us that the church and Chrisoff (H). Time 1:03.2.
groups were* held with Anna- at Hope College and Associate 119 pounds: Mike Sluiter
is quite right. Fact of the mat- tian people are charged with
100-yard breaststroke:Rhodes
lene Raak, Wanda Schreur and Director of the Vienna Schodl; (WO) pinned Jim Christmas.
ter is, the bureaucracy has be- responsibilityof ministering to
both are residents of Vienna),
(LN), Dick (LN), Lamb (H).
Ada
Vanden Berg leading.
126
pounds:
Rich
Rymal
come so entrenchedthat not human need.
Time 1:06.3.
The business meeting was and Marvin Younger, a senior (SL) dec. Bruce Kruithoff,18-7.
much gets done anyway. Maybe
held
and
closing remarks and from Philadelphia, Pa., who
132
pounds:
Tom
De
Vree
the young have seen more than
ZEELAND— Zeeland suffered 400-yard freestylerelay: Loy
participatedin the Vienna pro- (WO) dec. Jim Smart, 6-5.
Norrix, Holland (Albers, Paul,
prayer
were
given
by
Shirley
Is
we realize.
Ten Broeke. The remainder of gram last summer, represented
138 pounds: Jerry Kleis (WO) LVdsIf Fftnf bS5a he, ! Houting, Df Vries, Time 3:55,.
We call for economy and can't
the evening was spent cutting the College at the first gener- pinned Mike Boersma.
President
are
get it by way of the legislature
Tuesday night. The
..
al meeting of the America-Ausand sorting postage stamps.
145 pounds: Dale Chittenden now 7-3 for the season.
Local OES Chapter Honors
or administrators. And then
trian
Society
of
the
Midwest
in
Hostesses for the evening
(SL) pinned Chuck Veldheer.
suddenly things reach an imThe results are as follows:
Worthy Patron at Meet
were
Pat
Weatherwax,
Ruth Chicago last weekend.
155 pounds: Ed Boersma
passe. And the governor can
98 pounds — Dan De Kuiper
The Michigan Junior Quarter
The Star of Bethlehem, ChapThe
new
society is dedicated (SL) dec. Frank Lorenz, 8-3.
Becksvoort, Hazel Huisman and
call for a cut of 2 per cent and Horse Association recently held
(F) won on forfeit.
ter No. 40, Order of Eastern
to the promotionand develope.... ...... Urn, Wanda Schreur.
167 pounds: Steve Kruithoff 105 pounds — Randy Brower
says that departments have its annual open meeting in AnStar met Thursday at the Mament of cultural, social and (WO) pinned Jim Smith.
Miss Kathleen Ann Stubbs
even anticipatedsuch cuts. And thony Hall on the Michigan
(Z) pinned Lon De Kuiper.
sonic Temple and Worthy Maeconomic relations in a spirit
185 pounds: John Mascarro
Two Cars Collide
112 pounds-Mike Van Hemert tron Mrs. Stella Pippel reportof fellowship and understand- (WO) draw Dave Botdyl, 4-4.
(F) pinned Evan Brookhuis. ^ that 31 Christmasgifts had
A car driven by Dona Gert- ing between the peoples of the
Heavyweight:Ed Silva (WO)
119 pounds - Mike Zuverinkbeen delivered to the shut-in
Midwest area of the United pinned Dan Burt.
then ask some more questions. dent of the
(Z) dec. Guy Redinger, 10-3. members. Members present
daughter, Kathleen Ann, to Ave., heading west on Eighth States and the peoples of the
West Ottawa, now 3-6 for the
126 pounds — Jim Strube <F)'withbirthdays in January were
Miss Stam is the daughter of Gary Lee Ten Brink, son of St. at WashingtonBlvd., moved Republicof Austria, according
season, will visit Godwin Thursdec.
Tim Boss,
honored and presented with a
into a left lane to avoid another to Dr. Fried.
day.
Hospital Mr. and Mrs. Ray A. Stam of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Visscher, car
132 pounds— Dave Cole (Z) birthday gift.
coming from a side street Some 50 alumni living in the
Holland and is a charter mem- 333 West 21st St., and the
dec. Bill Cassini, 6-2.
Mrs. Pippel announced that
on the right and collided with Chicago area who have partiber of MJQHA. She served as late William Ten Brink.
Service
138 pounds — Leroy Wabbink there will be a special meetvice presidentand secretary Miss Stubbs is a 1971 graduate another auto westbound on cipated in the Vienna Summer
Is
(Z) dec. Greg McDaniels, 4-0.
ing for the purpose of initiation
during 1971 and takes over the of Davenport Business College Eighth St. and driven by Steven School during the last 15 years
Board
145 pounds-Mike Abbott 'F) on Tuesday,Jan. 25. The offiJames
Essenberg.
19,
of
272
attendeda reception and con- Told of
presidency from Vicki Vaclavik in Grand Rapids and Mr. Ten
dec. Steve Kraai, 5-3.
cers were asked to meet for a
Brink is now serving in the West 16th St., Holland police cert being held in honor of the
The governingboard of ihe also of Holland.
“Of Art and Minting,” a 155 pounds — Tim McDonald practiceon Jan. 18 at 7:30 p.m.
Zeeland Hospital Services Others elected were Mary U. S. Army and is stationed said. The mishap occurred Fri- Geian Consul general,Georg movie showing the process of (F) pinned Paul Meeuwsen.
The Worthy Patron Norman
Gerstberger on Sunday.
day at 4:16 p.m.
League met Monday at 8 p.m. Schnearleof Ann Arbor, vice at Fort Bragg. N. C.
manufacturing artistic metal
167 pounds — Joe Stariha (F) Simpson was recognized for
A May wedding is being
in the hospital dining room with president: Cathy O’Connor of
or collectors,was shown at pinned Dave Kraai.
his many years of service to
Mrs. Robert Den Herder pre- Ann Arbor, secretary:Susan planned.
the Kiwanis Club meeting Mon185 pounds— John Stariha (F) the chapter and presented with
siding.Eleven guilds were pre- Miller of Ann Arbor, treasurer,
day night at the Hotel Warm dec. Keith Kraai, 15-2.
a gift. He has served as
sent.
and Scott Mumy of Kalamazoo,
Friend.
Heavyweight— Tony Sovinski worthy patron six years.
Mrs. Joan Danhof gave the reporter.
Robert Sherwood of the Her- (F) dec. Jim Den Bleyker, 4-1.
Refreshmentswere served in
treasurer’sreport and said
Elected to the MichiganJunrick Public Library displayed a
The Chix won’t see action un- the dining room by Mrs. Agnes
dues should be turned over by ior Quarter Horse Board of Dinumber of metals from his til Jan. 20 when they host Ken- Shauer and Mrs. Mildred De
March 1. She also reported that rectors were Miss Stam, Miss
personal collection and told owa Hills.
Cook.
127 pints of blood were donated Schnearle, Miss O’Connor. Miss
about the popularityof the
at the blood bank Jan. 5. The Miller, Mumy, Kathi Kirsch,
hobby.
next blood bank will be in April Denise Tirb. Marian Field,
Club p r e s i de n t Chester
with guild 7 in charge of call- ^jn(jv Reig|e amj Rick MiddleSmith presided at the meeting.

by

such adverUsement.
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ing.

invocation was given by
Brian Athey and Marty Hardenberg was program chairman.

The next annual meeting

,

in

Horse Association

nation.

Hope Symphonette

Sets

Concert Sunday m

hapel

The

brook. Miss Vaclavik will serve
A summary of all guilds' an- on the board as past president
nual projects and contributions
of MJQHA.
should be turned in to Esther
De Free or Non Bennet by During its second year,
MJQHA membership totaled
March 1 for the next news297. a 120 per cent increase
letter and D. Vande Vusse reover the 134 members in 1970.
ported 2,700 persons toured Uie
new wing of Zeeland Hospital This total membership ranks
during the December open the Michigan group as the second largest Junior Quarter
house.

Salvation Army

Major
Charles Duskin was welcomed

The Hope College Sympho-

raiser, and is followed by a per-

under the directionof Dr.
Leveque of Lincoln Park was Harrison Ryker, will play an
guest.
all-orchestral concert Sunday at
4 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Christ Memorial Guild
Chapel.
The Symphonette. a select
Installs New Officers
The Christ Memorial Guild chamber orchestra taken from
for Christian Service installed the ranks of the larger Hope
new officers at a dinner meet- College symphony orchestra,is
ing held Monday at the Warm now in its 17th year. Founded
by Dr. Morrette Rider, it has
Friend Cafeteria.
Nearly 50 members attended. served to demonstratethe verMrs. Russ De Vette gave the satility and activity of the Hope

formance of J.S. Bach’s “Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D
Major,” a work which is wellknown for its brilliant trumpet
writing and the sublime slow
movement, sometimes referred

as a new member.

I

will be March 27 and the West i MJQHA sponsors many proj-l
Central District meeting will be i ects during the year including
hosted by Zeeland April 26. Mrs. farticipationin clinics, a large
R. De Bruyn was appointedj AQHA sanctionedhorse show,
delegates to a national AJQHA

Miss Sandra Lee

Cook
.

chairman.

Mrs.^O. S. Cook,
It was announced that a conventionin Dallas. Texas. 260 Calvin Ave.. announce the
coffee will be held in honor of sending a team to the All- engagement of their daughter,
hospital week and a nominating American Quarter Horse Con- Sandra Lee, to Calvin Van
committee was appointed with gress in Columbus, Ohio, and Hemert, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Nel Gross as chairman. . partial sponsorship of the Mich- Louis Van Hemert, 140 West
Coffee was served following igan Quarter Horse Congress34th St.
the meeting.
Queen.
Both are students at Ferris
I State College. Miss Cook is in
x-ray technology and
Mr. Van
Airs. C. Van Andel Has
Struck From
,
Cars
operated
by
Raynaldo
^emerl
ls
,n
refrigeration.
Two Bluebirds in Yard
Mrs. Cornelius Van Andel of Salinas Quentero, 39, of 8704
3803 64th St. noticed a pair of Lincoln Ave., and Barbara Jean Hits Parked Car
A car operated by David K.
bluebirds investigatinga bird- Lemmen. 21. of 354 Home Ave.,
house ali Sunday afternoon in collided Saturday at 2:02 p.m. Ver Hoeven, 16, of route 5, Holat Eighth St. and College Ave. i land, heading west along 11th
45 degree weather.
The Van Andels have many Police said both were west- ; St. 150 feet west of River Ave.
of the Audubon Society’shouses bound on Eighth when the struck a parked car Saturday
to attract bluebirds in Lemmen car. stopped for a at 9:44 a m. The parked car
but have never had pedestrian,was struck from be- was registered to Betty Stacy
i of 24 East 13th St.
prospective tenants. hind by the Quentero car.

Behind
1

l

,

.

.

Miss Karen

Koeman

Miss Mary

Koeman

Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Koe- planned.
man, of 820 61st St., announce Karen, of Cleveland, Ohio,

C

Charles

nette

to as the Air for the

G

String.

A

complete performance of
Beethoven’sSymphony No. 2
in D major concludes the program. Unlike the more frequently played symphonies by
Beethoven, the second does not

opening prayer and Mrs. Ed music department which, unlike require the services of a manengaged to Michael Kent Schley Vander Kooy. retiring presi- most colleges, boasts two or- moth symphony orchestra; in
the engagements of their
of Cleveland, son of Mrs. John dent, gave the charge to the chestras with full concert sea- fact, the group for which Beetdaughters,Mary and Karen. Schley of Worthington, Ohio and new officers.They are: Mrs. sons.
hoven intended the work, on its
The Symphonette made its completion in 1802, was probMary, of Jenison, is engaged the late Mr. Schley.
Charles Vanden Berg, presito David Olthoff also of Jenison,
Miss Koeman, a 1971 Hope dent: Mrs. A1 Van Dyke, vice first appearancethis season in ably about equal to the Symphothe son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter College graduate is a youth president; Mrs. Wayne Klom- the Christmas time performance nette in both size (30 players)
Olthoff of South Holland, 111.
worker for the West Side parens, secretary; Mrs. John of Handel’s oratorio“Messiah,” and technical accomplishment.
The Symphonette memberMiss Koeman Ls a 1967 grad- EcumenicalMinistry in the Whittle corresponding secretary under the leadership of Dr.
Robert
Cavanaugh.
The
group ship, always diverse in its
and
Mrs.
Harold
Molenaar,
AIM
(Adventure
in
Mission)
uate of Hope College and spent
will tour the midwesternstates makeup, this year includes
two years in the Peace Corps Program. Mr. Schley is the treasurer.
as far west as Colorado and seven players from the HoliandMrs.
James
Dykema
sang
assistant
director
of
CRASH
in the Philippines. She is a
teacher in the Jenison School (Citizens Revolt Against Sub* and a short business meeting Wyoming at the end of March. Zeeland area - violinistsRoger
system. Mr. Olthoff is a 1967 standard Housing) and a student was held. The next meeting A traditional program has White, Carlene* Selover,and
been chosen for the Sunday’s Velma van Ark; violist Betsy
Calvin College graduate and a of Architectureat Case Western will be held Feb. 21 at the
program. Franz Schubert’s Boone; oboise Scott Harthorne;
Reserve
church
with
Guild
memoers
teacher in the Jenison School
“Overture in the Italian Style” and trumpetersKevin McMuL
late
May
wedding
is
going
to
Birchwood
and
Restsystem
provides
cheery curtain- 1 lin and Wilma South.
haven to sing.
A Lite March wedding Is {planned.
is

|

A

University.

,

a
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Newlywed Couple Now
. —
x i

Jlusse,l1s- Dnavis.

LlVUig in Biloxi,

At General Electric

.

.

,

•
Miss.

Named

To Richard Groenewoud
4

1972

Wed

Miss Diana Kaniff

to Position

The appointment of Russell S.
Davis as manager of finance
for General Electric’sHermetic
Motor Products Departmenthas

13,

Mm**

Engaged

Couple

Wi

to Live in

Following

T

Holland

rip to

Aspen

m

been announced by

General
Manager William C. Dutton.
Davis, whose appointment
was effectiveJan. 1, comes to
the new post from Lynn, Mass.,

Ei

mfWMm
mm

-ML

IF'

Miss MargaretKramer
Dr. and Mrs. Charles G. Kra-

mer

m

m

son of Mr. and Mrs. O.S. Cook,

1®
MM
of

Jifi

divisionfinancial administration
for the Medium Steam TurbineGenerator Department since

Miss Kramer is a December
graduate of the University of
Michigan.Her fiance, also a

A Feb. 12 wedding is

£.#•

1970.

m

260 Calvin.

Jm
m
wt

U of M graduate, is a graduate
student at the Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology,Cambridge; .Mass.

Russell S. Davis

where he had been manager

of Midland announce the

engagement of their daughter,
Margaret,to Donald L. Cook,

Wk

being

planned.

1*

A

native of Salisbury, Md.,
Davis was graduatedfrom the
University of Maryland in 1957
and joined
that year in
Cleveland, Ohio. In 1958, his
career was interrupted by a
three - year tour of duty as a

?
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mm
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Mrs. John Harold Mouw
Mrs. William Beckman
Mrs. Richard Lee Groenewoud Jr.
Miss Janet Elizabeth Brady Lansing as bridesmaids.
(de Vrie* pholo)
(Cory'iPhotography photo)
and John Harold Mouw were with white crocheted lace. They naval officer.
Followinga wedding trip to she carried a bouquet of co*
Wedding vows were exchang- bink and Miss Beth Berens atDavis joined the company’s ed Thursday evening in Maplemarried Tuesday, Dec. 28, in wore laurel wreaths of dried
Aspen, Colo., Mr. and Mrs. ordinated poinsettias and baby’s
tended the punch bowl while
an evening ceremony in St. flowers in their hair and car- travelingauditor’sstaff in 1965. wood Reformed Church by the Misses Dorothy Dubbink
William Beckman will reside at breath.
Joseph Church of Sault Ste. ried miniaturebaskets of the Leaving the auditor’s staff in Miss Diana Lynn Kaniff and and Karen Balder were in
2021 Lakeway Dr. The ceremony
Miss Muriel Van Ens, maid of
Mane. The rites were perform- same flowers with deep purple 1968, he was named manager of Richard Lee Groenewoud Jr. charge of the gift room.
took place Dec. 30 at the Sey- honor, and Miss Claire Van
business analysis and planning
ed by the Rev. TerranceHealy velvet ribbon.
mour Christian Reformed Ens and Mrs. John Beebe,
Music at the double-ring cereFollowing a northern wedand Mary Wood, soloist, acTim Schaap of Holland at- for the Lynn department.
Church, Grand Rapids, with the bridesmaids, were attired in
mony was provided by Mark ding trip Die couple will make
Davis, his wife Jean and their
companiedherself on the organ. tended the groom as best man
Rev. Clarence Van Ens, the long burgundy velvet skirts,
Alan Kaniff, organist, and their home in Ken-Mar Trailer
Parents of the couple are while Lenny Hudson of Trenton three children will relocate in Greg Hewitt, soloist.
bride’s uncle, officiating and shocking pink, long-sleevedsatin
Park.
Mr. and Mr . William P. Brady and Dave Vander Wege of Hol- the Holland area soon.
Miss Gertrude Beckman, organ- blouses with flared collarsand
The Rev. Paul Colenbrander The bride is employed by
ist.
of Sault Ste. Marie, and Mr. land were groomsmen.Ward
open necklines with cummerofficiated at the rites which Beechnut and the groom by
Mrs. Beckman is the former bunds of black and pink velvet
and Mrs. Harold J. Mouw, 240 Staffeld of Sault Ste. Marie and
united the daughter of Mr. and General Electric.
Gary Ten Brink were ushers
East 27th St., Holland.
Willa Ruth Van Ens, daughter stripes. Their bouquets were
Mrs. Carl Kaniff, 3907 56th St.,
The wedding party was enThe bride wore a full-length and the bride’s brother, Dan
of Mr. and Mrs. Meinard Van varied tones of pink and white
Sheryl VanDen Brand and and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
tertained following the rehearEns of Grand Rapids, and Mr. poinsettiasaccented with burgown of delustered satin trim- Brady, was altar boy.
Jean Brouwer attended the Richard GroenewoudSr., 417
sal in the home of Mr. and
Beckman is the son of Mr. and gundy baby’s breath.
med In venise lace. The em- The newlywedsgreeted guests Youth for Christ Holiday Teen 47th St.
Mrs. O.E. Schaap.
Mrs. Peter Beckman, 1871 South
pire demi-bellsilhouette was at a reception in the church Convention at Detroit last week
Dr. John Beebe was best man
Attending the couple were
Shore
______ ______________
accented with a high scalloped hall. Attendants were Patricia Wednesday to Saturday. They
with
Robert Strabbing and Ward
Miss Vicki Vadavik
Miss Jean Marie Kaniff, maid
neckline, dresden sleeves and Brady and Mrs. Ward Staffeld, accompanied approximately50
The bride wore an ivory satin Walters seating the guests,
of honor; Mrs. David Kaniff,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaclavik, organza skimmer with pin The reception was held fol*
detachablechapel train. The sisters of the bride; Mrs. Dave young people from the HollandMrs. Mark Kaniff and Miss
90 Sunrise Dr., announce the pleated high-rise bodice and lowing the ceremony at the
veil was of matching lace. She Vander Wege. sister of the
Zeeland area.
Sharon Walters, bridesmaids;
engagement of their daughter, upper sleeves. The high neck- Calvin College Knollcrest Corncarried a bouquet of pink roses groom, and Kathy Kinney.
Jeff and Vicky Padding were
Vicki, to Phillip W. Miller, son line, bodice and lantern sleeves mons with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
and carnations with purple The couple has planned a de- overnight guests at the home Betty Walters, flower girl; David Kaniff, best man; Robert
of Mrs. Barbara Miller and were overlayedwith pearled, Van Ens as master and misdried flowers secured by a deep layed wedding trip to Florida.
of the Roger Van Nuils last Kaniff, groomsman; James
George Miller of Ann Arbor.
hand-drawn alencon lace with tress of ceremonies.
Their new home address is 415
purple velvet ribbon.
week.
Rosemary
Lynn
Dekker,
Kaniff and Keith Dykhuis, ushlace medallions trimming the
The new Mrs. Beckman is a
For her attendants the bride Bohn, Biloxi, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Brou- ers, and Mike Walters,ring- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. WilA-line skirt,
which
was edged senior
chose her sister,Miss Colleen The bride and groom both wer, Joan, Jerry and Jeff called
at me
the University
of iuu.ilMich•
---- - ---- — o
aciuvi ai
umvcianj m
liam
Dekker
of
North
120th
bearer.
in lace at the hemline, and ac- ie s h , f
. ,
Brady of Sault Ste. Marie as attended Western Michigan Uni- on Harold Stauble of Galesburg
Ave.,
became
the bride of
Given in marriage by her
cenUng the detachablecathe- g "
„ , Uenlal Hj!g‘ene
maid of honor, and Miss Mar- versity and the groom is now last Wednesday night. He has
John M. De Jonge of Baldwin,
father, the bride was attired in
dral train.
matching lace and ^r' ®eckman 15 an mduslene Hager of Whitehalland in the U. S. Air Force stationed been ill with malaria.
a candlelight mossette crepe son of Mrs. Irene De Jonge of
camelot headpiece secured the trial engineer at Bohn AlumMiss Patricia Olofssonof at Keesler AFB, Miss.
Ordination and installation of
gown fashioned with modified Zeeland, and the late Marinus
bouffant bridal illusion veil and inum.
elders and oeacons was held at princess lines, gathered skirt De Jonge, on Friday evening.
the Sunday morning church
and long fitted sleeves. Em- The Chapel of the Pines in
charge of the remainderof the
service.Installed as elders were broidered bands emphasizedthe Hudsonville was the settingfor
Install
evening’s program, during
Henry Grit and Jack Jonge- neckline, waist, sleeves and the double • ring ceremony
which members packed boxes
krijg. Installed as deacons were
skirt. A fingertipveil of bridal which was performed by the
Officers
of baked goods for servicemen
Ronald Hulst and Glenn Essen- illusion, caught in a headpiece Rev. Leland Arntz. Appropriate
and materials for use in Annburg. Ordained and installed of net, sequins and seed pearls, music was played by Mrs. WilGuild
ville, Ky.
as deacon was Arnold Slag. completed her ensemble. She liam Dekker.
Folk singers Bob and Evelyne ward legitimatefolk music.
Elder Ray Weener who could
“A CandlelightInstallation Hostesses for the evening
Beers will be featured in con- In a career that has covered not be present because of ill- carried a Dutch colonial bou- The .bride, given in marriage
Service,” a reading by Mrs. were Mrs. Henry Jacobs and
quet
of
white
carnations and by her father, wore a floorcert Wednesday,Jan. 12, at 8:15 two decades, they have been
David Vander Wege, opened the Mrs. Riermersma.
ness will be installed at a later pompons centered with red ro- length gown of satin with sep.m. in the Holland Civic Center accorded almost every distinc- date.
first meeting of the new year
quin trim and attachedtrain.
ses.
as part of the Holland Concert tion reserved for artists of the
for the Rose Park Reformed Driver Injured Slightly
The special music at the The bridal attendants wore Her three-quarter length veil
highest rank: performancesat
Associationseries.
Church Guild for Christian Serevening service was brought by gowns of American beauty rose was adorned with a pearl
In Chain Reaction Crash
The concert is the fourth event Carnegie Hall, The White House, Mrs. Bob Raak from the Holvice, Tuesday at the church.
faille styled with high waist- beaded crystal crown. A silver
Lincoln
Center,
the
major
telein the 1971-72series.The HolA candlelightinstallation folland Heights Christian Re- lines. full gathered skirts and choker necklace with drop crysOne person sufferedminor
lowed for the new officers, Mrs.
land Concert Association repre- vision and radio networks, formed Church. She was accom- fitted sleeves gathered at the tals was also worn. She carried
injuries in a three-car chain
Charles Kreun, president; Mrs.
sents a merger of the former Columbia Masterworks Rec- panied by Mrs. Ed Boeve from shoulders. Wide bands of hot a cascade bouquet of red
Holland Community Concert ords, The Newport Festival, and the Niekerk Christian Re- pink sequins accented the sweetheart roses and white Miss Nancy Vander Woude Paul Vande Hoef, vice - presi- reaction collisionThursday at
dent;- Mrs. Herschel Rutgers, 3:42 p.m. at the intersectionof
Association with the Hope Col- the MetropolitanOpera Summer formed Church.
necks, waists and sleeves. A carnations.
Mr. and Mrs.- Harry Vander
lege Great Performance Series. Series. Their tours have carried
Mrs. William Kooyers was matching veil fell from a hot Attending the bride as matron Woude- of Pipestone, Minn., an- secretary;Mrs. Richard Shu- Central Ave., State St. and 21st
them around the world.
dischargedfrom the Zeeland pink floral headpiece. They of honor was . her sister, Mrs. nounce the engagement of their maker, treasurer and Mrs. St. Police said Laura Joan
Top performers in their field,
Bob and Evelyne Beers have Members of the Holland Con- Hospital last Thursday.She is carried topiary arrangementsJason Zwagerman who was daughter, Nancy, to Wallace George Lawrence Jr., assistant Timm, 40, of Hamilton, was to
had a vast influenceon present cert Association are reminded now a patient at the Haven of white pompons and pink attired in a gown of green vel- Maas, son of Mr. and Mrs. secretary - treasurer.Secretarseek her own treatment.
trends in folk music. Their of reciprocal privileges with Park Nursing Center in Zee- chrysanthemums. The flower vet with whipped cream trim Charley Maas, 408 East 24th ies named were Mrs. Dale Bielby, spiritual life; Mrs. Clarence
other associationsin the area. land.
Officers said a car operated
girl carried a net basket of and matching veil and head- st.
world famous Fox Hollow FesGroeneveld, education; Mrs. by Angeline Van Omen, 57, of
The
appearance of the Canadian Mrs. Tim Slagh continues to rose petals.
tival has become a Mecca for
piece.
Both are graduates of Dordt
Opera Co. in Muskegon has been be a patient at Holland Hospital.
The bride’s gown was de- Vern De Jonge attended the College, Sioux Center, Iowa. Robert Timmer, service, and route 1, Hamilton,struck the
folklorists and performers, and
Mrs. William Weatherwax, or- rear of a car operated by Leschanged from Sunday, Feb. 9, to She shows slight improvement.
a shrine to the serious minded
signed and fashioned by her groom as best man while Torn MisS Vander Woude is teaching
ganization.
Friday, Feb. 7, at 8:15 p.m. in
Henry Slagh. who has been mother who also made the
ter Gerald Scholten, 51, of 175
connoisseur.
De Jonge and Jason Zwagerman in Mt. Vernon, Wash., and Mr. • Mrs. Wayne Nyboer and Mrs.
Central Campus Auditorium.
East 35th St. The impact shovThe event, which attracts The company will present “Or- ill for several months, has not gowns worn by the attendants. seated the guests and lit the Maas is in the Army stationed Al Riemersma were named
ed the Scholten car into the
been quite so well of late.
Mrs. Kaniff was assisted by candles.
20,000 yearly, has seen imporat Ft. Sheridan, 111.
circle chairmen.
pheus in the Underworld.”
The Junior Hi C. E. will be Mrs. Norman Walters.
rear of the Timm car. All were
tant revivals in story-telling, The Beers concert is a substiThe newlyweds greeted gusts A summer wedding is being
Mrs. Kreun conducted the headed south on Central Ave.
sponsoring a skating party at
The
reception
was
held
in
the
Sacred Harp singing, pub, chanbusiness meeting.
tute for the concert of Estro the Paramount Rollercadeon Fellowship Room of the church at a reception in the church planned.
and the Scholten and Timm
annex before leaving on a wedty singing, balladry, and the Armonico, Amsterdam chamber
The service committeewas in cars were stopped.
Tuesday, Jan. 11. The commu- with Mr. and Mrs. O.E. Schaap
ding trip to northern Michigan.
restoration of techniques of
group, which was cancelledOct. nity is invitedto participatein presiding as master and mis-

North Holland

Dr.

Couple Repeats

Wedding Vows
InHudsonville
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Folk Singers To Present

Concert

in Civic

D

H

•

1

New
At

Center

Meeting

l

psaltery, hammered dulcimer,
26, 1971.
English concertina, pipes, pennywhistle, and other obscure,
but important musical instru-

this.

ments. The Fox Hollow Festival has set a standard for all
festivals, and has been a major
factor in the realization of new
and healthy public attitudesto-

tress of ceremonies.

Mr. and Mrs Ray Terpstra
Dan Dub- were master and mistress of E.E. Fell Takes
ceremonies and Barbara De
Two From Chix
Koster was at the punch bowl
while Mary De Jonge was in
charge of the guest book. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles De Jonge arranged the gifts. Closing remarks and prayer were given
by the Rev. Arntz.
The couple will make their

sawmill and lumber company
with his brother.

Admittedto Holland Hospital

Thursday were Mrs.

Jennie
Schuurman, 1139 Lincoln Ave.,
Lot 6; Lela Brown, 4241 112th
St.; James Flint, 318 Roosevelt,
Zeeland; Mrs. Frank Balkovitz,
312 West 18th St.; Mrs. Franklin Kragt, 824 College Ave.;
Mrs. Sigmond George, 187 Ann
St.; Henry Busscher, 2451 142nd
Ave.; Mrs. John Bloomquist,
122 '/i East Main, Zeeland, and
Mrs. Francis Nash, 1322 West

Four Babies Listed
In Two Hospitals

Two hospitals have reported
four babies born Thursday.
. Born in Holland Hospital was
a son, Peter Gabrara, to Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Bomgarden,
894 West 25th St.

19th St.

39.

Todd De Young led the
Dutch eighth graders with 16
points while Dennis Lawson and
Russ Nykamp followed with 13
and 11 respectively. Janssen
threw in 11 points for the Chix.
Del Dozeman scored 15 points
and grabbed off 15 rebounds for
E.E. Fell in the seventh grade
tilt while Doug Kalkman had 13
markers fqr Zeeland.

In Zeeland Hospital, a son,
Gregory Clark, was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Clark Quist, a daughFennville
ter, Jennifer Sue, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Homrich, 3635
Plan
144th, Hamilton,and a daughter, Tracy Renae, to Mr. and
FENNVILLE — Voters ThursMrs. Kenneth Hintz of 6830
day approved 78 to 6 entering
Warner, Allendale.

32nd St.
Discharged Thursday were
Mrs. Paul De Goed, 330 West
21st St.; Mrs. Thomas De
Jonge and baby, 4032 Blue Star
Highway; Mrs. Leland Favreau,
442 East Eighth St.; Carol
Gross, 196 West 14th St.; Wendy
Garbrecht, 2665 North 160th
Ave.; Jeffrey Harvey, Fennville; Ernest Lewis, 3832 65th

Wost

E.E. Fell’s fine seventh and
eight grade basketball teams
ran its record to 2-0 for the
season with wins over Zeeland
at home Thursday before a

large crowd.
Holland’s seventh grade won
home in Baldwin where the
by a 42-27 score while the
groom owns and operates a
eighth grade was victorious, 50-

Hospital Notes

Ave.; Sena Meiste, 136 West 39th
St.; Mrs. Millard Meyers and
baby, Allegan; Eleazer Reyes,
144 East 16th St.; Anna Sattler,
171 Timberwood Lane, Zeeland;
Peter Schippa, 860 Paw Paw
Dr.; Alice Vander Berg, 97 West
13th St.; Cornelius Vander Kuv,
659 West 23rd St.; Mrs. Ronald
Wiersma and baby, Zeeland,
and Mrs. Madge Wolterink, 2

Mark 45th An mversary

Okays

County Bond

into a contract with the Allegan

County board

of Commissioners
Struck From Rear
for the sale of bonds to finance
Cars operated by Beatrice improvements in the municipal
Hazel Jacobs, 51, ,of 322 East water and sewer systems.
32nd St., and Donna Lynn MosThe board is to meet next
sel, 17, of 99 East 37th St., col- Tuesday to decide whether to
Mr. and Mrs. Wynard Bos
lided Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at join with the city in financing
Mr. and Mrs. Wynard Bos. 45 Mrs. Lawrence (Clarena)Boy.
entrance which cost just under $20,000
and Cenlr81 Ave- the improvements.
Garfield Ave.. Zeeland, cele- ink, Mrs. Carl (Julia) Beelen
said the Mossel
was financed bv a $25,000 gift three years 'Police
Police 8"d
Mossel car The program calls for a new brated their 45th wedding anni- Elmer Bos. Mrs. Joe (Lucillci
struck the Jacobs car from water storage tank and addiago from Ray Herrick, Tecumseh industrialversary on Dec. 29. They mark- Havinga, Harold Bos Norman
behind as the Mossel car was tional water mains and coned the occasionon Tuesday. Bos, Mrs Bernard (UUian) Nv.
ist, who with his late wife contributed some
attemptinga right turn from struction of a 10 acre sewage
Jan. 4. which was also Mr. Bos' hof, Delbert Bos Irvin Ita
$325,000 to construct the library about a
Eighth onto Central and the treatment lagoon and additional
82nd birthday, with a family John Bos and Jerry Bos Thei
dozen years ago.
Jacobs car stopped suddenly sanitary sewer lines, taial cost
dinner at Jay’s Restaurant. are 38 grandchildren and seven
(Sentinelphoto)
for another vehicle.
of the project is $470, 000/^
The couple has il children, groat • grandcbiidwii,

,

REAR ENTRANCE READY-HerrickPublic
librory's new rear entrance was in use
Friday,allowing easy access from the 13th
St. parking area. Mrs. Steve Piersma, an
assistantlibrarianin the children'sdepart-

ment,

is

shown at

left with

Mrs. Preston

Luidens, president of the Library Board. The

I

^

|

I
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Panthers Losing Streak

13,

Zeeland Takes
Third Straight

Reaches Seven Straight

(

ZEELAND -

Coach Joe lauch of the West, of their shots from the field, West Ottawa (47)
OUaw. Panthers reacts uio compared to West Ottawa's 33
FG FT PF TP

^

j

m

3 1 1
2 3 1
day night as the Falcons of Ford leading all
...... 1 0 1
Kentwood beat the Panthers, points followed by fast moving Guss. g -••••• « « 1
w„t 0(fa. Joe Beel at
Zomermaand, f .. 2 1 1
72-49. The loss was
Surprisinglyenough, West Vanden Berge, g 0 o 2
wa’s seventh straight.
Ottawa held’ a slight edge in Allen, .......... 2 0 0
The starters showed a lot of the reboundingdepartment as Hearington, f .... 1 3 1
hustle in the first half and they pulled in 24
21 for Kent- Gaskill,g ........ 0 1 1
Wells,
...... 1 0 0
battled the Falcons to a re- wood.
spectable 36-24 halftime score, n looks like Kentwood should Klomparens,f .... 1 0 0
subs and started a

com-

Kontvvood had a

wen

ba.. Alverson. f ......

c
scorers at 17 Miersma, g

pletelydifferentfront line Fri- ance(j scoring attack with

Greg

Glupker,

......

15.

g

c

to’

“This was by far the best win the Big Red Division this
basketball team we have seen year. It was a year ago that the
in a long time,” stated lauch. panthers upset’ them, hut could
“they had everything, includ not pull it offt his time,
ing fine outside shooters, lo's West Ottawa'h reserves also

0 2 0

Stitt, g ...........

“7

^7

f

point lead at the end of the first villc next

Friday in search

*

7

7
2

way.”

4
5

.

6

Z

2

the Bennett,g
Knights were able to only net Louis, g

1

2

(27 of 86) for a cool 31 per cent,

0

2
0
0
0
0
0

the

J

7

3

7

1

1

15

8

1

3

17

4

1

2

9

B *

field (32 of 57) while

j

Flaherty,f

:

eight.

.

1

2

9

,

f .. 8

1

1

0

2

4

o

0

1

0

..... 7
..... 1

1

1

2

3

......

1

1

2

4

1

0

0

8
2

..... 2
..... 1

0

1

...... 4
the league and 4-3 overall while Van Assen, f
...... 2
the Knights are 1-4 in the loop G. Bagley, f
E. Bagley, f .... 1
and 2-5 for the season.

*
5

30

12

15

72

|

i

65-52 third quarter score.
Cutshall’s Chix are

Coach Elmer

the win his 'finest ever'. In this picture
from (left to right) Dan Plasman, Dave
Mulder, Tom Klaasen and Ray Schrotenboer
map out the strategy that knocked off the
defendingstate Class B champs.
(Sentinel photo)

Ribbens and his Holland Christian basket-

team could do no wrong Friday night in
the Civic Center, as they stunned No. 2
rated River Rouge, 67-48 Ribbens called

ball

Panthers Register

Hecker, c
The Chix were on top by Le Baron, g

first period, 21-17 and at the half
40-36.

a

-

i4

1

4
0

0

2

1

0

mm

1

2

1
Zeeland took down 46 re- Dykema, g
2 0
0
bounds to only 32 for K.H., as Zuverink,
2
2
1
Bob Johnson led the way with Maat. f
0 4
2
Nykamp,
Kenowa Hills did have seven
Totals ....... 32 19 17 83
less turnovers than the Chix,
Kenowa Hills (69)
27-20 but Zeeland’s fine shooting
FG FT PF TP
and strong rebounding more

4

PULLS RIGHT STRINGS
Totals .......

»

1

2

of

petriod and led 22-16, but it their first win.
was the third period that put
the game out of reach for the

contest-

J
5
0

2

.

Kent^ L)

3

^

scored

respectivelyfor the Knights.
first year
Kenowa Hills won the reserve
Coach Hal Cutshall won their
third straight basketball con, a •• ,
Zeeland will travel to Northtest at the hands of Kenowa
Hills here Friday night, 83-69. view Tuesday.
Zeeland (83)
A pleased Cutshall said after
FG FT PF TP
the game, “It was a team ef4
14 s
1
5
fort all the way and I think Bassett,f .......
0
4 14
7
we’re on the
. w
4
2 14
The Chix hit on a blisteringJohnson, c ...... 5
o
2 15
4
7

Totals ........ 16 15 9 47
Kentwood (72)
FG FT PF TP

Black, f ........ ..
West Ottawa’s starting five score. The Little
Beel, f ........ ..
Ford, g ........ ..
moved the ball around well and
Reid, g ....... .
were guilty of a lot less turnUl,l> FUl
overs in 'the first half. The goals compared to 28 for the Van Pernis, c .. ..
Panthersrebounding was good Falcons. Mark Visser led the Schlegclmich. g ..
also as starting center, Tim reserves with 16 points follow- Van Port Fleet, g
Glupker was really pulling Lie ^ by jac^ Murdock who hit 12. Benson,
i Capes, c
....... .
hid'' a six The Panlhers will hosl Grand- Haak, g ........ ..

The improvingHyde

Zeeland Chix of

now

Four Chix scored 14

2-3 in

Bozek,

g

.

2
4

0
1
5
4

0

0

4

17

18

2
3
4
2
12

3
0

0

9
2

points.

Totals .... .... 27 15 23 69
Kentwood hit for 23 points
Kurt Bennett, Kent Engle and
while West Ottawa could only
Johnson. Terry Hop led the way
score six. The Falcons held a
with 15.
59-30 third period margin and
Bill Mull and Steve Vander
that gave Coach Dick Fribergl*
of Kentwood a chance to rest HUDSONVILLE - West Ot-(and Jeff Helder combined for
his starters and use his reMfves laVNa-s swirnming team record. the one-two punch, while print|n
for the entire final quarter. ,
---m: --------ers F. Nelis
and> Timmer
gave
It was in the third period that cc^ lts secon(l victoryof the seaKELLOGGSVILLE
Hamil-;Ailes
............
0
4
0
4
the Panthers a clean sweep in
Admittedto Holland Hospital
West Ottawa started to throw son, sinking the Hudsonville the 100-yard freestyle.
ton shot down the Rockets of
Friday were Mrs. James Glov- The following cases have
Is
Totals
17 16 15 50
the ball away and they couldn't Eagles 62-43 Thursday evening
er. 101 East 25th Ave.; Samuel been processed in Holland DisGaining momentum, Dan Van Kelloggsville,70-50 in an O-K
seem to work the ball in for any m
Hudsonvillc natalorium.
Ottawa county’s unique “Pro- Olund, 77 Burke Ave.; Mrs. .trict Court:
Dort and Joe Ketchum churned Blue Divisionbasketball conshots.
The Panthers opened the meet thc water for first and second test here Friday evening
Atwood, Fennville; Mrs. Betty Lee Mills, 28, West
ject 40” program aimed at Lewis
’
Coach lauch singledout Glupin first place when the medley
aiding
and
rehabilitating
wel- Elmer Slenk, 627 Central Aye.;!Qjjvet n0 pr00f 0f registration
ker and Doug York for playing
The victory gives Coach Tom
relay team composed of Dan a change for the two junior Bos,
fare families in the area has Mrs. Horace Troost,West Olive; or insurance, $20; Allen DuHawkeyes a 2.3 mark in
a good ball game. York was the
Van
Dort. Randy Hamstra. Matt specialitystrokers.
a new number but is keeping Patrick Westcott, route 3; Mrs. chene, 21, Grand Rapids, careonly Panther to hit in double
the conference and 3-4 overall
Clarence Bower, 2549 Plymouth less driving, $25; MacArthur
Johnson,
and
Jim
Timmer
its original title.
figuresas he led the team with
Registering top honors in the while the Rockets are also 2-3
Rock, and John Dirkse, 213 East Blanton, 18, of 11 West 14th St.,
According to Miss Pat Peter10 points. Glupker and Doug swept past the Eagles to clock specialty strokes, R. Hamstra in the loop but 2-4 for the seaLakewood Blvd.
a
1:58.9.
no operator’slicense on person,
son, a “Project 40” worker,
Alverson had seven apiece as
and Boeve combined for first son.
DischargedFriday were Joe $25; Harry Hosmer, 31, ColoIn the 200-yard freestyle,it and second places respectively
Alverson hit on some nice laythere
are
presently
47
families
Sixteen applicationsfor buildwas West Ottawa all the way| jn ,he breaststrokc while back. Hamilton led at all quarter ing permits’ totaling $50,970 were j involved in the program which and Lynn Bailey. 428 Central ma, liquor to minors, $60.
ups in the first half.
stops. The first period ended,
Ave.; Mrs. Curt De Jonge and
Joe Quintero Jr., 19, of 198
The Falcons were a cool team “ Junior Fred Nebs churned ; stroker Jo„ Van AUsburg chip.
filed the past week with City plans to enroll six more by the
17-12, the score at the half was
baby, Zeeland; Carl Moomey, East 13th St., minor transportin third pla(.e
and hit on a fine 48 per cent the deep blue for first place,;
Building Inspector Jack Lang- end o! February to bring the
32-21 and Hamilton enjoyed a
91 Easti7th St.; Floyd Padding,
ing liquor, $60, 15 days suspendwhile teammate Phil Boeve pulfeldt in City
total involvement to 52 families.
9165 Adams, Zeeland; Keith ed; Robert L. Hoezee, 29, of
The Panthers, 2-3 in duel meet 46-36 lead heading into the final
led for third spot.
They
So far there have been no
Panthers.

®

2nd Swim Victory

.

,

Rockets

in

O-K

Bassett,

Several Are

Down

'Project^'

Game

Membership

Hamilton Shoots

They included Steve

Arraigned

court

Hospital Notes

Climbing

^

16 Seek

Building
Permits

^

M

Hall.
follow:

eight minutes.

Game Tied

Parrott,44 North Elm, Zeeland;

Myrtle Weller, 334 Maple terminationsin the project, Mrs. Frank Sutton and baby, 13001 New Holland St., using
untagged traps for trapping,
Ave., drop kitchen ceiling, panel Miss Petersonsaid, and help
4767 66th St.; Mrs. David Rog$25; Douglas Veneberg, 20,
bedrooms, $200; self, contrac- from groups has accounted for

Kelloggsvillemade 29 turnovers compared to only 12 for
snatched first place points with P m- Sa‘“rda>' lhe Holland the agressive Hawks.
; the rapid growth of the proa time of
Community Pool.
Hamilton was good on 44 per
Hope College,demolishhouse gram. Churches and service orDiving for the Panthers, fresh- Results in order of finish:
cent of its shots (31 of 71) while at 280 College Ave.; Houting ; ganizations have initiatedand
man Jim Carden hit the water 200-yardmedley relay— West the Rockets netted (17 of 52) ! and Meeusen, contractor. followed through with help for
Fred Knoper, 1089 Colonial both families and individuals,
i for first spot as he continues Ottawa (Van Dort, Hamstra, for 22 per
ST. JOSEPH — In one of the to improve his form,
Johnson,Timmer), Hudsonville The Hawks dominated the1 CL, house and garage. 816,985; i she pointed out, explaining that
most excitingbasketball games in the butterfly, Steve Zavadil (Feenstra,Myaard, Spoolstra, backboards, as they took down self,
some organizationshave assumof the season Friday evening
45 rebounds to only 33 for the Carpi Nash. 106 East 30th St., ed the cost of furhtereducation
Tanis). Time 1:58.9.
saw St. Joseph shade Holland,
200-yard freestyle— F. Nelis losers. Kerwin Roelofs led the remodeling, $1,000; Garry Ny- for interested individuals and
77-74.
boer,
that some Grand Haven
(WO), Raterink (H), Boeve way with 12.
The Dutch and Bears were
David Lubben. 411 Central churches have “adopted”whole
“It was a team effort all the
(WO). Time 2:00.8.
involved in a see-saw affair
onn
, way ”
stated Bos. “I feel that Ave., repair fire damage, families.
200-yard individualmedley we.re realj coming now »
that saw the game tied 16 times
Even with the increased in$6,000; ABC Construction, conand the lead change hands on
terest on the part of the gentractor.
’ oTo11
k™1'
Dean Ellens
(WO). Tune
i jed tbe scorjng parade for the
23 differentoccasions.
Rucker Wickline, 720 Morn- eral public, however, there is

tor.

ers, 245 Greenwood; Mrs. Jay
route 2, indecent exposure, $50,
J. Timmer, 2635 Jefferson,Zeeprobation one year.
land; Arthur Tuls, 952 Columbia
Harold Gillihan,33, of 210
Ave.; Mrs. Gene Van Slooten,
Maple Ave., intoxicated, $100,
193 Elm Lane; Julius Vander
probation six months; Patrick
Hill, 250 Lawrence, Zeeland,
Jachim, 24, Grand Rapids, over
and Lawrence Weber, 2^4 West
limit trout, $38 and $20 restitu36th St.
tion; Dan Lee Schurman, 21, of
Admitted Saturdaywere Mrs.
5475 143rd Ave., simple larJames Bielby, 3438 Butternut
ceny, $25; Jay Bosch, 19, of
Dr.; Jeffrey Killian,152 129th
11741 Van Buren, interfering
Ave.; Bernardino Sosa, 206 West
with patrol procedure, $30.
13th St.; George Cook, 719
Beverly Smith, 26, of 40 East
Ruth; Gabe Ellis, 357 East 14th
18th St., failureto report acciSt.; Mrs. Michael Sermas Sr.,
dent, $12; Merle D. Hoffman,
395 Wildwood; Joe Bugno, 192
Holland’s biggest lead was
50 -yard freestyleLeeuw Hawks with 15 counters while ingside Dr., panel room in base- still much to be done and the East Seventh St.; Mrs. Frances 21, Ninth St. alley, simple larfive points in the fourth period
(WO), Childs (H), B. Vander guard Dave Jurries and for- ment, $100; self, contractor.
project is still seeking partici- Holmquist,61 West 12th St.; ceny, probation two years and
while St. Joe enjoyed a six-point
LANSING — A consulting firm Laan (H). Time 23.6.
Juan Fuente, 156 West 19th pation from groups or indivi- Brian Ver Hey 2309 Auburn; restitution;Ernie Mills, 25,
ward Jack Schrotenboer followcushion in the third stanza.
St., panel living room. $100; duals.
will assume constructionsuper- Diving - Carden (WO), S. Van- ed with 14 points apiece.
Miss Betty Klifman, 14218 Princess Ann, Ma., fictitious
The win was St. Joseph’s fifth vision normally performed by der Laan (H), Berridge (H). Kelloggsville smashed the self, contractor.
Another new aspect of the James St., and Mrs. Charles ' r?P0|'t °l ^ crime, committed
in seven outings while the Dutch the Department of State High- Points 141.55.
Little Hawks, 71-46 in the prelim Herman Bos, 184 West 18th project is Mrs. Loren McCaleb Shidler,1182 Euna Vista
slx
stePhen Paul
are now 2-5 for the season. ways on part of M96 Freeway; loo-yard butterfly- Zavadil tilt. Dale Lubbers and Darcy St., interior remodeling,$200; whose principalconcern is with
Discharged Saturday were 21, of 138 Waukazoo Dr., drivThe Bears lost to Niles and
the 100 children of the “Project Lela Brown, 4241 ij 2th Ave” ‘n8 wl,He Vilify impaired by
in Kent and Ottawa counties, (WO), Helder (WO), Spoolstra Prins scored 14 and 12 points 1 self, contractor,
Portage Central in close games.
for
Manuel Borrentoes, 185 East 40” families.Specificprograms Harry Craft, 7274 136th Ave.; liquor,$125.
the State Highway Commission (H). Time 1:01.3.
Both teams were hot from
Marvin Burch, 44. of 199
Hamilton will host Comstock Fifth St., paneling, $85; self, geared especially to children Mrs. Robert Gordon and baby,
said
100-yard freestyle— F. Nelis
the free throw lane. The Dutch
will be her primary task.
contractor.
20 Jackson St.; Mrs. Melvin Lizabeth, speeding, $40; Brian
Jorgensen Associates. (WO), Timmer (WO), Byle. Park
swished 20 of 25 for 80 per
questionnairemailed to Jousma, 170 East 27th St.; Mrs. Kelley, 18, Detroit,eluding a
Hamilton
Donald Finn, 62 West 11th St.,
Inc., Gaithersburg, Md., engin- (H), Time :55.2.
cent while the winners netted
participating“Project 40” fam- Lane Knoll and baby, 343 North police officerreduced to careFG
FT
PF
TP
remodel
bath,
finish
room,
eering and management consul- 400-yard freestyle - Van Dort
19 of 23 for 83 per cent.
ilies in late November provided Division Ave.; John Koopman, less driving, $70; Charles Syl15t $900; self, contractor.
tants.
on the assign- (WO),
Holland had nnartorc
ia,,ld’ will
vvm take
iaftC
IWUJ, Ketchum
KCtCnum (WO),
<WUJ, De
DC Wildtl
Wllflt
‘
14 Don Rietman, 300 West 27th some insights into the merits 37 East 17th St.; Henry Pet- vester, 19, of 679 Riley St.,
17
15 6 of if and t
ment for lhe PurPose of flndin« <H>. Time
: Schro enboer, f .. 7
5 St., bathroom,$500; self, con- and weaknessesof the program roelje, route 2; William Porter, speeding, $50 (trial); Ronald
14' from \hi field for
pe ! Wi,yS t0,
Sneering costs loo-yard backstroke - Feen.: R* ofs' c ....... 2
as seen through the eyes of the 393 Fifth Ave.; James Rice, Long, 44, Hamilton, possession
14 tractor.
cent while the Bears were g od on ™ra,1 ''eeway Projects. stra ,H). Lotterman (H), Van durr,es- | ...... 7
Harold Langejans. 87 East participants,and over 75 per New Richmond; Mrs. Randy of unregistered gun. $40.
- 18, 9 of
Private contractorsdo all the Allsburg (WO). Time
8 ....... *
on 7 of
18, 7 of 20
0 25th St., remodeling, $2,500; self, cent of those respondinghad Roelofs and baby, West Olive; Eliceo Chaves. 44, of 519
100-yard breaststroke— Ham- ?'0|^n'f { ...... !!
and 8 of 16 for a 43 per cent constructionwork on state highdefinitelypositive reactions to Mrs. Frank Romero and baby, West 21st St., driving under
0 contractor.
ways, with each job going to stra (WO). Boeve (WO), Myaard Brjnk ’c ........
dip a mark.
Samuel Sauceda. 195 East the project.
158 College Ave.; Mrs. Joe Vil- influence of liquor, probation
.. bidder
.... .........
. .................
, ,
low
who has
met (H). TimeHuhhers
e
'Hie Dutch played one of the ..
2 Sixth St., lower ceiling,panel Thirty-sixquestionnaireswere lanueva and baby, 115 West 16th two years; Raymond Edward
bidding pre-qualification require- 400-yard freestyle relay-Hud- N^mvsnia g
0 walls, $100; self, contractor. distributedand, of the 24 which St., and Mrs. Charles Wingard Lightfoot,21, of 38 East 13th
0
they were only gudtv of 10 ments- Tbe Highway Depart- sonville (Byle, Raterink, Childs, Berens 'e*
.
2
St., stop sign, $35; Harold
Willard Wichers, 267 Central were returned, only three fam- and baby, 324 West 20th St.
turnovers compared to nine for ment does the surveying,inspec- Vander Laan). West
..... 1
Ave., panel basement room, in- ilies indicated complete dissatAdmitted Sunday were Ar- Jerry Streur Jr., 22, of 5
tion. testing, documentation and (Moeke, Van Allsburg. Bilek,
St. Joe.
31 8 25 70 stall bath, $500: Vander Meulen isfactionwith the program. A thur Becker, 2681 112th Ave.; North 160th Ave., liquor to
Totals
Mike Riksen, Holland'sall- general supervision for confer- Boone). Time 3:55.4.
total of 50 per cent felt that the Glenn Ebels, 857 Paw Paw Dr.; minor, $60.
Kelloggsville
Builders,contractor.
state candidatecame through mance with plans and
FG FT PF
Ron Paterra, 560 State St., plan has opened the way for a Gerald Vanden Berg, 113 South Eileen Johnson, 22, of 375 Cenwith another brilliant game. tions.
brighter future for their fami- Division; Mrs. George Wolters, tral Ave., no insurance, $25;
Piper, f .... ... 2
3
5
7
The contract with the JorThe 6’2” Riksen canned eight
lies, Miss Peterson said.
247 East 12th St.; Mrs. Jack Paula Carpenter, 17, of 1894
3
Happie. f .... .... 3
2
9 tractor.
buckets and seven free throws 8ensen company is the first
2 10
“Project 40” is under the Ot- Parker, route 1; Susan Vugte- South Shore Dr., obtain money
0
Moor Shoes, 11 East Eighth
Riley, c ..... .... 5
for 23
ever negotiatedby the Commis3
3
3 St., sales area in basement, tawa County Departmentof veen, 4619 62nd St., and Ken- under false pretenses, $35 and
Doyle, g .... .... 0
Guard Steve Shinabargcr. sion for construction manageneth Krueger, Hamilton.
probation not to exceed tlree
9 $8,000: Harvey Knoper, con- Social Services.
Biuins, g .... .... 4
1
0
who seems like the rest of 'the
and engineering.
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. months; Phillip Boyd Jones, 17,
0 tractor.
1
Curtis ...... ... 0 0
team to get better with every same firm, however, conducted I
0
0
1
Portable Recording Ministry, The Taj Mahal, at Agra, In- Dennis Bell, 698 Myrtle Ave. ; | Hamilton, simple larceny, $40.
Horton ....... ..... 0
tilt threw in 17 counters on six a two-year maintenance
1
______ dia, is considered to be the Mrs. John Bloomquist, 122^
Leonard T. Hayes, 37, Gary,
0
0
2
Charitv ...... .... 1
baskets and five charity tosses agement study which resulted
,
Ben° Lub- best example of the Mogul East Main, Zeeland; Mrs. Har- Ind., driving under the influLane ........ .... 1 2 0 4
before fouling out with nine in savings of more than $1 mil^
old Downing, 6269 139th Ave.; ence, $135; Timothy Richard
style of architecture.
Drew ........ .... 1 0 1 2
seconds to
Hon a vear in highway mainMrs. Ronald Driesenga, 450 Walker, 25, of 1838 South Shore

16 Times;

:23.6

--

Riksen Stars

|

Private Firm

cent.

contractor.
contractor.

..awi

To Supervise
1-196

i

(H)’
2.36.2.

fwn t

Work

f™d

:

^

Dr.

Hamilton.
Tuesday.
(70)

today.
Roy

-

-

UK

o

8

S

f

u

-

4:55.8.

- *

I

8

1:07.5

-

......
1:10.5.

specifica-

-

Indians

points.

A

8

,

,

Ottawa

8

_
i

4

—

(50)

TP

Go

On Warpath;

ment

The—..
ip fOr
man- ^ v

T,

ISt

rJahl

play.

Junior forward Jed De Boer, tenance

costs.
Hen-

Ph!Si^

ctor.

*

Rose Park Dr.; Mrs. Sigmond
George, 187 Ann St. Jeffrey Killian, 152 129th Ave.; Mrs.
George O’Conner, 33 West 20th
St.; Mrs. Julius Overway, 246
North Lindy, Zeeland; Robert
Kleeves, 116 Walnut; Edward
Vander Bie, 328 South Waverly

Armndty

who stopped St Joe’s great State Highway Director
Vit i^/nf wLkw
outcourt sharp shooter Packy rik E Stafseth said the
hpVr nt.h
'u
Ryan cold in the second half sultant will perform engineer- t*lve baske|bauwin and fiflh jn
flipped m 12 markers while ing work normally assigned to seven onlines
Dave Brownson and Jim Lor- the Department, but at the same Saueatuck's victorv nuLs them
11 i™* time will develop and test
forlS 'place™
apiece. Brownson also fouied
impro\ed managementsystem. {be Allegan-OttawaConference
out with 1:01 left.
The resarch and testing toiwdb Fennville with 2-1 records,
Ryan, who ended with 23 develop an improved manage- “We're looking forward to
points, was held to only one
ment system will be performed meeting them’,, said a happy

con-

S

an

Rd.

fielder in the second half by
under a separate contract. Fries. “We played one of our
De Boer. Forward Craig Koi- Work will begin this winter finer games and it’s nice to
berg poured in 20 counters for
and spring on the final 24 miles have a strong bench like wc did
the Bears.
of 1-196. taking it from M-21 Friday.”
Coach Ken
..cu Bauman’s
uouu.au a Little
ui.i.c jn Qrandville south and west Fries won’t have lone to

A disqualification
in the 100- Time 2:08.7.
yard butterflyby would be win200-yardfreestyle
Pease
ner Dave Rozema of Holland (OV), Dubois (C). Hoekstra (C)
Christiancost the Maroons their Time 2:16.9.

-

200-yard Individualmedley
View TTiursday evening in the Endean (C), De Bidder (C)
Holland Community Pool.
Judd (OV) Time 2:32.7.
The Cardinals held on to 50-yard freestyle
Young’
nudge the Maroons of Coach (OV), Navis (C), Haveman (C)
Jack Bannink, 53-51. Christian Time 26.3.
had defeated Orchard View Diving
Cammenga (C),

-

—

earlier in the season.

is." bassystem.

-

Gisson (OV), Huffman (OV).

Rick Endean set a new school Points 145.05.
record for Christianin the
IW-yafd butterfly- Homkes
100-yard freestylewith a time (C), Elenbaas (OV), Time 1:24 4
of 58.5 while Dave Dubois, Rick
lOO-yard freestyle- Endean
Hoekstra, Bob De Bidder and (C), Haveman (C). Middlecamp
Rozema establisheda new (OV) Time 58.5.
mark in the 400-yard freestyle 400-yardfreestyle - Pease
with a 4:13 clocking.
JWJ-JJ® vr‘es (C), Winsemius
The highlight of the meet was (OV) Time 5:02.5.
the 400-yard freestyle which
100-yard backstroke - King
had everyone screaming for .(OV), Spoelman (OV), Fonger

•

.

—

swimming meet with Orchard

1973.

con- wM

leaving scene of accident,pro-

bation one year; Ronald L.
Pettis,23. of 557 South Shor«
Dr., drinking on highway, $25.

Maroons Swim Meet

SeC°nd 5 raigm to it3 Present northern terminus wait before he collides with the
at US-31 in Holland. The Jor- Blackhawks.The Indianas will
Tim Boeve led the way with
^i^tTw'hile'pauT
gensen firm
wil1 work on lhe travel to Fennville county next
17 points while Paul \Van
an Ostf-n
Osten- easlern
10 2 miles of the free. Friday in a shovvdown for lhe

way, from M-21 west to 56th top spot in the loop.
Street in Ottawa County. State The Indians hit on 46 per
highway engineers will do the cent for the Vikes.
job on the remaining 13.8 miles. I Dennis Bale grabbed off 16
The entire freeway is scheduledrebounds, as he led the Indians
for opening late in
to a 44-29 bulge in team car“Constructionengineer- oms. Bale also managed to pour
ing costs are going up fast in 17 markers.
Shinabarger, g . 6
17
j j and we want very much to hold Dave Mocini led the high flyBrownson, g ... 4
q them down without sacrificineing Indians with 42 counters
Wood, g ........ 0
quality.’ Stafseth said. “While while Dave Demerst followed
H. Rugged Bob
Totals ...... 27 20 18 74 we have to staff for peak
struction operations, we also WsHw had 20 for the losers,
St. Joseph (77)
FG FT PF TP want to find better means of Hopkins won the reserve conusing our personnel more ef- test. 71‘69
Kolberg,f ..... 9
ficiently on a year-around
-Kugle, f ....... 5
Bed Set Afire
Scheffler, c ....
The federal government will Children playing with matches
Haak, g
pay 90 per cent of the engineer- was blamed for a fire on a bed
Ryan, g ........
mg managementcontract with at the home of Ruth Mulling, 95
Crossman, g
the consultant;and 75 per cent East 21st St Friday at 5:49 p.m,
Misbet, f ......
of the research contract to de- Holland firemen said damage
Anelin. f ------velope an improved project man- was estimated at $50. No injuragement
lies were reported.

highway, $25; Oscar Villaneu,
22, of 185% East 16th St.,

Disqualification Costs

MnS^wis611

burg followed with 11.
The Dutch will host Mona
Shores next Friday.
Holland (74)
FG FT PF TP
Lorence, f ..... 5
11
De Boer, f .... 4
12
Riksen, c ...... 8
23

Dr., careless driving, $15; Michael Hoffman, 22, of 1685 Ottawa Beach Rd., drinking on

-

1:05.6.

their respective teams.
I (C) Time
8
Christian,now 2-5 for the sea100-yard breaststroke- Navis
son, will host South Haven next (C), Sherburn (OV). Batchelder
j

FOUR GENERATIONS -

four-generationpicture,is being held by her

of Ferndole, Mich. At right is the baby's
father, Roy F. Cline of 1516 South Shore
Dr while at left is her grandfather, William

78-yeac*old great-grandfather, Roy E. Cline

Cline of 470 West 21st St.

Three- week-old

Cathy Jo Cline, youngest member of

_

.

this

Friday.

(OV) Time

1:11.5.

Results in order of finish:/' 400-yard freestyle relay
Medley relay-Orchard View Orchard View. Time 4:ioj,

-

r
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West Ottawa Rallies To
Nip Dutch in Swimming

‘Shinny’ Scores
44 Markers In

West Ottawa’s swimming the Dutch.
Panthers the 53-48 victory.
team came from behind late in
West Ottawa’s Fred Nelis Coach Henry Reest commentthe meet to swim past the Hol- and Holland’s Dick Beedon put ed, “We were looking for a
land tankers, 53 - 48 Saturday on a good show in the 100-yard big win, but as the meet proevening in the Holland Com- freestyle as they registered gressed things didn't look good
munity Pool.
first and second places respec- at all. But we’re happy with
In a nip-and-tuckrace in the tively, while Kurt Vander Sluis
medley relay the Dutch quartet tallied third spot for Holland.
composed of Bruce Wyckoff, The Panthers tied up the
John Lamb, Bruce Keen and meet at that point, going into
Jim Beedon inched out ahead the 400-yard freestyle33-33.
of Panthers Jim Streur, Randy
The 400-yard freestylewas a
Hamstra, Steve Zavadil and heart-breaker for the Panthers
Matt Johnson, the Dutch clock- as senior ace Ron Leeuw was
ing a 1:53.1 while West Ottawa disqualifiedfor an improper
registered a 1:53.5.
turn. Dave Ter Haar clocked

Loss
(Mi

netting second and third place giving the Dutch the lead, 39-36.
points for the Dutch.
Gaining more ground in the

-

The Panthers are now 3-3 in
dual meet competition and 2-2
in league competition.They will
travel to Godwin to face the
Wolverines in a league contest
Thursday at 7 p.m.
The Dutch are 4-2 in dual

1:08.1 respectivelyfor the Pan- Boeve (WO). Time 2:20.9.
In the sprint competition co- thers.
50 -yard freestyle:
captain Ron Leeuw recorded
Randy Hamstra snatched first (WO), D. Beedon (H), Timmer
first place for the Panthers place for West Ottawa in the (WO). Time :23.2.
with teammate Jim Timmer in breaststrokecompetition,clock- Diving: Sundin (H), Hatley
third place. Dick Beedon ing a 1:09.0, while Dutch strok- (WO) Carden (WO). Points
chipped in second place points ers Bruce Keen and John 208.30.
for the home team.
Lamb recorded 1:09.5 and 1 100 - yard butterfly:Zavadil

Leeuw

im

g

Edema, f

2

8

3

44

2 1

2

5

2

6

3

2

1
1

2
0

33 20 27

86

18

Shinabarger, g
.....

1 4
1 0

poured in a career high 51 Hankamp, c ...
points and Saturday he turned Van Wieren, g
the basket inside out by drilling Vander Slice, c
in 44 markers, as the Flying
Totals
Dutchmen went down to their

0 2
0 0

Albion (97)

FG FT PF TP

two games, 97-86 to the Britons.

5 0
2 6

The victorymoved Albion into Brown, f ......
sole possession of first place in Clement, f ....
with a 2-0 record.
slipped to 1-1 in the
league and are now 3-5 overall.
The Britons are 4-4 for the
season.
the

MIAA

Hope

'

EDGE HOLLAND

iMs

*

—

West Ottawa's swimming team had to rally for a 53-48 victory
over Holland Saturdayevening in the Holland Community Pool. Members of the
Panthers squad include front row (left to
right) Jon Van Allsburg, Jim Timmer, Joe
Ketchum, Mark Hatley, Jim Cardin and

Fred Nelis. Second row: Coach Hank Reest,

Ken Hamstra, Steve Moeke, Jim Boone, Ed
Westerlund,Tom Van Lente, Kevin Nelis,
and Tom Kaiser. Third row: Tim Beckman,
Steve Zavadil, Dan Van Dort, Randy Hamstra, Ron Leeuw, Dave Bilek and Jeff
(Sentinelphoto)

Helder.

3

5
3

....

Morris,

c

1

5

.844
.841

.....

Engleman, g ..
Huffman, g ... ..5
Solomon,f .....
Goodyear,f ...

11

4

.342
.302

10
10
20
20
21
10

6

Six out of the seven Britons
Totals ...... 34 29 19 97
that played scored 10 or more
MIAA Standings
points while Shinabargerand
L
Dave Harmelink were the only
0
Dutchmen to reach double Albion ........
0
Olivet
.........
figures.

W

“Shinny” ended the

.........
gameHope
Alma ..........

1

.

free

0

with 18 baskets and eight
Calvin ......... .......0
throws for the second most
Kalamazoo .... ....... 0
points in one game in his life.
In seven contests against the
Britons, he has averaged a ro-

bust 35.6 which is good

in

.

0
1

Adrian ................0

2

Money Said Taken

anyone’s loop.

Harmelink threw in 14 counters on six baskets and two

From Gas Station

Holland police were investigatcharity throws.
»..w Dutchmen
........
... . >n8 the reported theft of about
The
fell behind,
49-43 at the half and were down $300 in cash from the Progresby 20 points with 13:48 left in sive Oil Co., 321 East Eighth
..........

the game, 70-50 before Coach St. at 9:45 p.ra. Monday.
Russ De Vette went to his bench Police said station attendant
and called on the services of Brian Dirkse, 19, of 244 East
guard Doug Smith and for- 16th St., told them three subjects in a car drove into the

ward Doug Edema.
“They
eaveus
the
iney gave
us me
desperately

we

life we
me

needed, as we

station and tw0

&

M

out and

W€nt

unu

serviced the car.
pulled within six points on one
Officers said Dirkse noticed
occasion,” added De Vette.
the two standing near a cabinet
De Vette continued,“Shina- in which money was kept and
barger just played another one after the car left the stationbe
of his outstanding
found the money missing from
against Albion and what more the cabinet. Police said the
can I say about that man.”
money was in a green money
Junior transfer Damon Huff- bag with the words “People’s
man was high man for the Brit- State Bank” on the side.
ons with 21 points while center

games

a

hit a bucket, Visser
free
throw, Plasman a basket, and
Mulder two charity tosses and
a bucket, as the Maroons raced
to a 15-2 lead before the Panthers knew what happened. The
quarter ended 17-7.

Wins Over
River Rouge

Howard,

first MIAA basketball defeat in

Senior diver Dave Sundin for second and third places (WO), J. Beedon (H), Houting
from Holland once again ma- spectively,as the Dutch main- (H). Time 1:03.4.
neuvered for first place points tained a 48-45 lead.
100-yard freestyle: F. Nelis
in the competitionfrom the
In the deciding event of the (WO), D. Beedon (H), Vander
boards, while freshmen Mark meet, the Panthers pulled out Sluis (H). Time :53.4.
Hatley and Jim Carden chalked ahead in the freestyle relay with
400-yard freestyle:Ter Haar
up second and third place Steve Moeke, Dave Bilek, Jon (H), Van Allsburg(WO), De
points for West Ottawa.
Van Allsburg and Jeff Helder Vries (H). Time 4:26.3.
In the butterfly competition churning for first place as Bilek
100 -yard backstroke: Vande
Steve Zavadil from West Otta- and Van Allsburg both turned in Bunte (H), Streur (WO), Van
wa and Jim Beedon from Hol- their best time of the season, Dort (WO). Time 1:05.5.
land stroked in a tight race ! with the quartet turning in a
100 - yard breaststroke: R.
with Zavadil snatching first 3:53.8. Swimming in second Hamstra (WO), Keen (H).
place points with a time of spot, the Holland foursome of Lamb (H). Time 1:09.0.
1:03.4, leaving Beedon in sec- Kurt Vander Sluis, Jim Paul,
400-yard freestyle relay: West
ond with a 1:05.0. Tim Houting Tim Routing and Mike Albers Ottawa (Moeke, Bilek, Van Allstossed in third place points for was disqualified, giving the burg, Helder). Time 3:53.8.

Christian

1 1
1 0

Welters, c .....

Just last season Shinabarger Smith, g ......

meet competition and will travel to Kalamazoo Loy Norrix to
face the Knights Tuesday at
6:30 p.m.
Results in order of finish:
200-yard medley relay: Holland (Wyckoff, Lamb, Keen, J.
Beedon), West Ottawa (Streur,
R. Hamstra, Zavadil, Johnson).

backstroke, John Vande Bunte Time 1:53.1.
captured first place for Holland
200-yard freestyle: F. Nelis
with a time of 1:05.5 while Pan- (WO), Ter Haar, (H), De Vries
thers Jim Streur and Dan Van (H). Time 1:59.7.
Dort stroked in second and 200-yard individual medley:
third with times of 1:06.1 and Vande Bunte (H), Helder (WO),

Albion

to

ALBION
Albion CoUege
seems to bring out the best in
Hope College’ssensationalsenior guard Dan Shinabarger.

the win.”

Gaining a little ground in the first place for the Dutch, while
200 - yard freestyle, Panther Panther Jon Van A 11s burg
Fred Nelis snatched first place chipped in second for the Panwith a time of 1:59.7 with Dave thers and Gred De Vries added
Ter Haar and Greg De Vries third for the Dutch, once again

Churning the water for the
Dutch in the individualmedley,
John Vande Bunte posted first
place, with Panthers Jeff Helder and Phil Boeve tallying secong and third place points, as
the Dutch took a 17-13 lead.

r

-

ever, several of them came in
the closing minutes when it
didn’t really matter. Vogelzang
took eight off the boards and
Visser seven for the Maroons.

A

dejected Coach Lofton
Bill Morris and guard Rick
Greene said after the contest,
Engleman added 20 each.
In addition to holding Rouge “it was one of our worst perAlbion only scored one more
U1C11
to seven points in the period, formances ever. I can’t ever
field goal than the Dutchmen
Holland Christian’s basketthe Maroons were dom mating recall getting beat so bad.’
Dul sailK
^
u!
,u
34-33 but
sank
29
of
40 free
ball team played one of its finthe rebounding, as Visser and
He continued, "it looks like
est games ever Friday night,
Vogelzang were all over the we have to start right over from
to 20 01 3°:
WON THREE IN ROW-Zeeland's basketas they completelyoutclassed
Bassett and John Dykema. Standing: Tom
boards.
scratch if we’re to be successa River Rouge outfit that was
ball team has won its last three games and
Oonk, Bill Maat, Kent Engle, Dan Jacobs,
Christiancontinued to pull ful.”
too "long*6 cracked
rated second in the state in
carriesan overall 4-3 record into Tuesday's
Coach Hal Cutshall, Scott Zuverink, Bob
away inthe second period, as The Maroons snapped a fiveClass B circles.
clash at Northview. Members of the 1971Johnson, Gary Nykamp and Jack Petroelje,
their defense had the Panthers game losing skid while the
get home Saturday against
The fine rivalry between the
72 squad are shown kneeling (left to right)
manager.
confused, holding Rouge to only Panthers fell to a 4-4 record,
Olivet.”
schools is now even at 4-4, with
Fred Louis, Terry Hop, Kurt Bennett, Steve
(Sentinel photo)
seven shots and nine points in and no one can recall the last
Before the Dutchmen host
Christian taking four of the last
the period. Meanwhile the Ma- time a River Rouge team lost
Olivet
Saturday, they have to
five games.
roons, paced by three buckets four out of its first eight games.
play another non-league tilt at
An elated Coach Elmer Rib- from Plasman, counted 14
It was their first loss to a Class
rough Aquinas Wednesday.
bens stated “It was a tremen- points in the period, to hold a
B club too.
Hope (86)
dous game. Our defense was 31-16 lead, before a noisy, but
Christian, now 3-6 for the
FG FT PF TP
terrific. The guys did just what nearly stunned capacity crowd
season, travels to St. Joseph
Harmelink,
f
..
2 4 14
they were supposed to do. It in the Civic Center.
Tuesday night, to battle t "i
Snoap f ........
8
was the biggest coaching win
The Panthers,with baskets Bears.
ever for me.”
from Byron Wilson, Joe Hudson
In the prelim game, Holland HAMILTON — Stuart Ellens, me to get into the administraA fan, believed from River and Ralph Perry, narrowed the Christian’s ninth grade team principalat Hamilton High tive end of the thing,” said the
Rouge, came up to Ribbens count to 33-21 wtih 6:40 left in scored a 57-56 victory over School,announced Monday even- ex-Zeeland graduate.
after the game and said, “I the third period. However, any Muskegon Christian’s ninth ing at a board meeting that
Campbell, 32, is quitting as
must congratulate you, Elmer, Panther hopes of the Maroons graders, as Keith Frens sank Tom Bos, basketball coach,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Klamer
athleticdirector because of the
I didn’t think I’d ever see a crackingwere soon disspelled, two free throws with one sec- will replace Larry Campbell as
amount of time that it takes are visiting their children in
River Rouge team so complete- as Klassen hit a two-pointer,ond left to play.
athletic director effective July since he recently took over as Florida for a few weeks.
ly outplayed.”
followed by one from SchrotenMuskegon led 15-14 at the 1.
assistant principal.
On Tuesday evening, the Rev.
Anyone witnessing the game boer, Del Steele counteredfor quarter,before the Maroons
He added, “I hate to get out Nelson Van Raalte led prayer
would have to agree whole- Rouge, Plasman hit a bucket, held a 27-23 margin at halftime
of sports but with my new ad- meeting. His message was “Paheartedly with the above state- then a free throw, and Mulder and 42-33 at the third quarter
ministrative duties, i have to tience In Prayer.” On Thursments. The defense the Maroons a basket to up the lead to 41-23 break.
day evening the Rev. Norman
give something up.”
Jim Bultema, of the Warriors,
threw at Rouge was a zone that and Christian continued to an
Van Heukelom will bring the
Campbell
was
footballcoach
kept the Panthers from their almost unbelievable 48-28 lead took scoring honors with 22
at Hamilton for six years and message Promise of Prayer.”
running game which usually going into the final eight min- points.Frens had 18 and Ken
was AD for the past 6^2 years. Next Sunday evening the Rev.
Dozeman 17 for Christian.
results in many easy buckets. utes.
He
was also track coach for H. Zylstra of North Blendon
Holland Christian (67)
The Panthers were unable to In the fourth quarter Christwo years and besides being as- will bring the message at the
FG FT PF TP
work the ball in and were forc- tian took a 25-pointadvantage,
sistant principal, he also teaches local Reformed church.
4
1
3
ed to take many low-percentage 57-32, on a Schrotenboer basket Visser, ....... .. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bouwone Michigan history class.
with 5:56 left, for the biggest Mulder, .......
5
shots.
1
9
‘We
hate
to
see
Larry
leave,”
manwill
celebrate their 25th
.. 2
5
1
9
Coach Ribbens used seven margin of the game. Steele Vogelzang, c
added
Ellens.
“He’s
done
an
ex»'eddlng
anniversary
on Friday
Schrotenboer,
g
scored
eight
of
his
team-high
12
..
3.
10
1
16
men in the game until the final
cellent job but we’re fortunate ^an; 14 w.1^ f dinnt'r for near
49 seconds, when the win was points in the period, but it was Plasman, g .... . 10 3 1 23
to have another good man in relatlvesin the Chapel of the
0
2
0
safely tucked away. All seven, far too little and far too late to Smith, f .......... 0
Bos to take his
Reformed Church.
Klaasen, g ..... .. 2
2
2
6
starters Chuck Visser, Dave do his team any good.
r-wwoKoii
The Ladies Aid will meet
Christian was consistent, as Klompmaker, c .. 0
0
Mulder, Steve Vogelzang,Ray
1
Campbell has also been
afternoon al 2 p.m.
.. 0
0 1 0
Schrotenboer and Dan Plasman, they scored 17, 14, 17 and 19 Bruinsma,
in the Chapel.
along with Rick Smith and Tom points per quarter, compared
Miss Mae Jerine Mast and her
Totals ........ 20 27 13 67
Klaasen, turned in sterling per- to seven, nine 15 and 20 for
mother
were guests of Mr. and
River Rouge (48)
formances, each contributing River Rouge.
Mrs. Harold Bohl and Randy on
Plasman
was
again
the
top
FG
FT
PF
TP
much to the win.
Wednesday evening, she is
0
5
4
Vogelzangopened the scoring scorer for Holland Christian,as Ridgell, ......
home on furlough and will rehe
hit
10
baskets
and
three
of
Perry,
f
.......
..
3
23
8
after 14 seconds of play, then
Tom Bos
turn to Nigeria in March, others
1
after both teams were score- four from the stripe. Schroten- Wilson,c ......
3, 3
. resigns as coach
present were Mr. and Mrs. Har0
boer
added
16,
included
10
of
Wimphrey,
g
..
2
1
4
less for three minutes, he hit
ley Dannenberg and Miss Janet
4
7
1
a pair from the free throw lane 13 from the charity lane, as the Moulton, g .....
Bos, 33, who has been basketTimmer
from Holland and Mr.
Panthers
were
forced
to
foul
Hudson, f .....
3
1
5 ball coach at Hamilton since the
and Mulder canned a two-pointand Mrs. Gerard Timmer, Paul
0
0 school opened its doors 12 years
1
er as Christian took a 6-0 lead. him in an effort to get the ball. Jackson, f .... . 0
and Mark of Drenthe.
Rouge scored its first points Steele was the only Panther in Durham, g .... .. 2 1 1 5 ago, will resign from his posiBette Bos left Sunday to en2
4 12 tion as mentor at the close of
with 4:00 on the clock as Roger double figures with his 12 points. Steele, g ....... .. 5
roll
as a student in Central
the season.
Wimphrey connected. Then, in River Rouge did manage a
Michigan University,Mount
Totals ....... 19 10 23 48
less than two minutes, Plasman 30-29 edge in rebounding. How“It’s a great opportunity for

—

Backs Into Auto
A car operated by
John Wolf

Jr., 29, of

Harold

Grand

m
^
“aw

RaPids’ ^PP*1 {or traRic

»
—
vd-

front

Bos Replaces Campbell As

of

h plan for
retirement

6
3 2 3

Hawks’ Athletic Director

Beaverdam

f

Looking forward to relaxing
in your retirement?

Why not
now

relax a little more right

with State Farm’s Executive
Protector Plan? It makes establishing an estate and re-

tirement assets worry free.

And

as you save, your fam-

ily's

future is protected. It's

insurance you can afford.
Give me a call for all the
facts.
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- Coach Don

! H
Eggebeen of Hol-

Maroon

wrestlers.Christian takes a 2-4 record into its clash at

Grand Haven Thursday. Team members

in the

Christian Reformed
Church
are
president Rev. W.
retary of the O-K conferences.
Bos, a 1956 graduate of Zee- Hekman, vice persident George
land and a 1960 graduate of Postema, clerk; Henry Smit,

-

land Christian is in his first year at the helm of the

4
Larry Campbell
.ex-football mentor

'

CHRISTIAN WRESTLERS

4' #

Pleasant.
Jan. 19 Zeeland Classes will
meet in Bethel Church, Zeeland,
Rev. W. Hekman and William
Roeters will be the delegates
from the local Church.
The consistory has granted
the request of the pastor to seek
retirement privelegesin May.
Officers for the coming year

>

yn
w

.

.

’

(left to right)

include Phil Koning putting a hold on Reggie Hanegraaf.

Middle row: Mike De Free, John Gritter,Deane Wasjink,

-i

W

if

BOB
CHET
FREERS BAUMANN

-t-i)

Lorry Vander Hulst, Steve Gebben and Verne Blauwkamp.
Standing: Phil Masselink, Bill Knoll, Robin Knaack, Steve

Vannette,Dave Veldeer, Dave Heerspink, Paul Bosch, Rick
Homkes, Jim Hargey, Craig Heuvelman, Al Ten Brink, Rick
Nagelkirk, Bob Berghorst, assistant coach and Eggebeen.
(Sentinel photo)

direc-

AGENT

Your Stale Farm
Family Insurance

Men
PHONES
396-8294 end 392-8133
24 East 9th

DUTCHMEN STANDOUT

-

St.

STATE FARM

Even

though the Hope College Flying Dutchmen dropped its first MIAA basketball decision to Albion College, 97-86, Saturday night,
their brilliant guard Dan
Shinabarger hit for 44 counters.

r stati

I

mimT
I

State Farm
isall

you need

I to know about

I insuianciJ insurance.
IIAII 'AIM UK IMUIARCI COMPAMT
VO Ml OlflClILOONIHCION,
HllNOil

(SentinelPhoto)

Hats Off!

Western Michigan University, treasurer; Willard Arens, benevolences; treasurer,Roger Miereceived his Masters from WMU
dema.
in 1966 in mathematics.
Besides being athletic
~
remain on as math Three Births Listed
teacher in the high school. /n Area Hospitals
His overall cage record at
Hamilton is 105-95 going into Three babies, two girls and
this season. Two of his teams, one boy, were reported born in
the 1967 and 1969 clubs won Dis- Holland Hospital and Commutrict titles.They also won the nity Hospital, Douglas,
league championship and had A daughter, Susan Lynn was
15-2 overall marks during that born Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Clark, 14054 Brooklane,
Bos also coached baseball for Holland at Holland Hospital
four years at Hamilton and was and a son, Jose Aqupito Jr., was
head golf coach for three ^ea- born today to Mr. and Mrs.

AGENT

THE BIG

DUTCHMAN SALUTES

tor, he will

span.
sons.

Jose Rosales. 2644 Lincoln Ave.
“Mark Johnson, Lloyd Scnro- Monday, a daughter, Samantha
tenboer, Mike Brinks and Gordy Kay, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Poll were some of the most out- William Watts of 630 Pleasant

boys that l ever
Bos concluded.

,

Ave., Saugatuck, in Community
Hospital.

JACK AND DICK
DE WITT
Remarkable growth from a local
hatchery to international oporations

makes the Big Dutchman an economical

asset to the Holland area under retiring founders Jack

and Dick De

Witt. Their cultural contributions
to tho

area places them among the leaders for civic posterity,

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS. INC.
General Offlcee, Holland, Michigan
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Council Plans Informal
Area Meetings in City

Area Calvin

New Junior

Students In

Holland City Council is

High Plans

Washington

Outlined

College

Some

20 students from Calvin

are spending three
weeks in Washington,D. C.,
between now and Feb.

1.

Each

The following traffic fines
have been paid in Holland Dis-

General planning for two new
Junior High Schools in Holland
was outlined by Paul van der
Leek of the arthitecturalfirm

has been assigned to a member
of the Senate or the House of
Representatives for training in
governmentoperations and will
of Kammeraad-Stroop-vander receive course credit in place
lieek at the monthly meeting of the course work otherwise

trict

Court:

•

sions has given considerable
advance publicity on projects
only to find the public is aroused only after the plan is
put into operation.

In general, Council hopes to
needs of the city, following an
informalgathering of Council continue the present program of
members Saturday afternoon at progress at the same pace,
Mayor L. W. Lamb’s cottage based on a review of all proon Kalamazoo River near Sauga- jects embarked upon.

Kerry A. Kane, of 1337 Heather Dr., speeding, $15; Billy
Kellar, Allegan, speeding, $20;

tuck.
In

\

session, Council- Five Babies

its rap

r ITMrt

James Lohr, of 1086 Lvnden
Rd., speeding, $20; james Some

of the Holland Board of Edu- done on campus,
cation Monday night in Holland All students will live together!
High School library.
at the Dodge House Hotel in

HoCd1

Holland,

In'

Reported

Zealand

49 items had been accomp- Holland and Zeeland Hospitals
Loyer, of 57 West 30th St., ex- lished or initiated in 1971. An have reported five new babies.
pired license,$7; Kathy Phil- additional report listed some
Born Tuesday in Holland Hoslips, of 113 Greenly, red light, 16 major items in process,plus pital was a son, Kevin John, to

Van der Leek said general'Washington.
plans call for two identical The Calvin College-sponsored
schools and the study to date! progwim seeks to give the
lents a first hand exposure
has dealt mainly with sites and studehts
programs. He said the firm had to the maneuveringsand workconsidered 13 sites of 21 to 47 ings of the legislative process;
acres, and currently is con- For a period of three weeks,
centratingon school programs, each of the 20 students, espeArchitects have met with the cially selected for the program,
curriculum committee of the will work regular 40-hour jobs
board, with representativesof in the Congressional and Senathe administrationand current- torial offices to which they
ly are working with department have been assigned. In the eveheads. It is expected the nings, they will attend lectures
meetings with department and seminar discussionsconducheads will be completed this ted by prominent government
officials and political leaders.
week.
The program is under the
Plans also are being made to
.

|

visit

set-

ting up a program of informal
meetings in wards or areas in
which residents will be informed
on immediate and long-range

future projects to be con- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bergman

$15.

Judy Poest, of 245 South Wall
St., Zeeland, speeding, $43;
Dave Polinskey,of 317 East
Lakewood Blvd., too fast for
conditions,$15; John Snook, of

of 754 Riley St., and today a
sidered.
Purpose of the informal area son, Travis Lee, was born to
meetings is to make sure Coun- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wiersma,
cil is in tune with the com- 3991 104th Ave., Holland.
munity, that changes being In Zeeland a daughter, Jodi
615 Douglas Ave., speeding, $20, made are in tune with the needs Lea, was born Tuesday to Mr.
stop sign, $15; Alida Ter Haar„ of the community and that they and Mrs. John Betten of 128
of 15% West 17th St., speeding, are being accomplishedat a Wall St., Zeeland, and a son to
$15.

realistic pace. Council agreed
Let, of 1740 generally on the overall proWaukazoo Dr., speeding,$15; ram of progress. It is their beMaxine Young, of 13761 New
ief the people want progress
Holland, speeding, $26.50;Dirk
but in embarking on new proBloemendaal,of 296 Roosevelt
grams, Council wants to be sue
Ave., right of way, $15; Helen
these are understoodby the
Dillin,of 1846 West Lakewood
people.
Blvd., red light, $15; Myron
Hoffman, route 2, Hamiton, Whatever programs will be
adopted, Council adhered to
right of way, $15.

Theodore

MR. POPPER'S PENGUINS-This children's
play of Holland Community Theatre will be
presented three times Saturday, Jan. 15, in

Holland High School auditoriumwith performancesat 10 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Left to right are Eileen Schwarz, Katie
Adriance, Eric Rohlck (the penguin), Terry

some junior high schools directionof Dr. Paul B. Henry,

professor of political science at
Calvin, who has had several
CurriculumDirector Gardner
years experience on CapitolHill
Wierenga said that Title I has
as a legislative assistant.
approved $24,791 for implement
Calvin College was one of the
ing a program during the secfirst colleges in the nation to
ond semester under the Michigan Migrant Education Pro- experiment with the innovative
“4-1-4”academic year which
gram, designed to aid about
makes such programs possible.
400 young minority students
Under this program, the stukindergarten through second
dents take two semesters of
grade in the development of
concentrated study in four
standard English usage in lisHolland home builder Bill
courses and have the month of
tening, speaking, reading and
Boersma,
1159 Legion Park Dr.,
January free to participatein
writing. The three target
educationallyrelatedenterpriseshas been elected treasurer of
schools are Federal, Lincoln
in the area.

Greenwood, Frank Bowman and Ted Bosch
Jr. Nona Penna, who played lead in last
year's children'splay, is the director,
assisted by Mary Krieger. Both have had
considerable experiencein dramatics and
have been working with a large cast of
adults and children.
(Holland Photography photo)

Van

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bode, 3900
18th St., Dorr.

Wednesday in Zeeland a

son,

Curtis Dale, was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Klinger, route
3, Hudsonville.

School Entered, Office

Ransacked by Intruders

Holland police Monday invest!
bolding to the tax rate for the
coming year. Budget study for gated malicious destruction to
an office at Lincoln school,257
1972-73 already has started.
Petroelje
Bill
General plans call for area Columbia Ave., reported Monmeetings once every two day Police said an office
First
months, with each area having in the school was ransacked
Francisco Lopez, of 232 West its own structured agenda. For and debris scattered about the
room. A quantity of stamps was
10th St., too fast for conditions, nstance, the first meeting in
missing.
$15; Peter Marcusse, of 80 West the second ward area would be
Officers said entry to the
on the proposed program for en19th St., right of Way, $15.
Clark Matthews, Wyoming, arging Washingtonschool- building was gained through a
window at the rear of the buildspeeding,$15; Stephen Maat- grounds into a park-playground,
calling
for
closing
a
part
of
“8. The breakin was believed
man, of 1803 South Shore Dr.,
to have occurred during the
speeding,
$30;
Ronald
Maynard,
and Washington Elementary such as language study in the 3,200 member Michigan ALLEGAN — Jerry Lohman,
of 132 West 16th St., speeding,
Meetings would be held in weeken^Europe, independent study dir- Association of Home Buildings
schools.
Hamilton, commissionerfor the
$20; Ruth Michielsen,of 65 East schools or churches in each
ected by their professors or
The local program calls for
in Lansing, one of the largest district which includes Manlius,
Birthday Party Fetes
31st St., speeding, $20; Jane area.
a director• language resource work-studyprograms such as of it’s kind in the nation.
Heath and Valley townships,
Parker, of 1181 Euna Vista, Mayor Lamb was happy with Michael Timmer, Age 8
the one conductedin Washingteacher, a home-schoolliaison
speeding, $20.
Boersma, a founder in 1967 of was elected chairman of the
the interestshown, and asked
ton. The “4-1-4” program has
Michael Timmer, son of Mr.
coordinator and 14 teacher
William Sterken, of 10224 each Councilmanto make three
the Home Builders Association Allegan county board of combeen
enthusiasticallyreceived
and
Mrs. Glenn Timmer of 293
aides. The 14 aides may be
Holiday Dr., excessive noise, choices on prioritiesof future
of the Holland Area, is presi- missioners at the annual reor-j
by the students for the flexiWestmont was honored Saturday
co-funded 50 per cent through
$11.50; Wayne Ten Harmsel, of projects,and these choices will
dent and executiveofficer of ganizationalmeeting here Tueswith a party which marked his
bility and innovation it allows
a special arrangementwith the
day.
109 West 12th St., speeding, be considered in budget study.
Bill Boersma Builders.
eighth birthday, Jan. 10.
Emergency Employment Act. in an otherwise generally fixed President of the HBA of Hol$26.50;Kenneth Van Tuinen, of
Grover Grisby, Allegan, repOne long-range subject is a Games were played and prizes
academic
calendar and for the
Wierenga acknowledged the
375 Greenwood, speeding, $20; $5 million street and storm were awarded to Jim Timmer,
land Area in 1969, Boersma resenting Trowbridge and
fact that fall term final examihelp of Segundo Garcez in
Ann Wiersma, of 592 Pleasant sewer program which must be Dan Raak, Curtis Vander
served as secretary of the state Cheshire townships, was elected
nations are completed before the
settingup the program.
Ave., wrong way, $19.
vice-chairman, the post held
carefully studied. It is hoped Schaaf and Jeff Lemment.
High School PrincipalFred Christmasrecess.
Steven Lee Yonker, of 627
last year by Lohman.
that citizenswill be interested' Other guests included Becky
Holland students participating
S. Bertsch Jr. gave a self
Michigan Ave., speeding, $15;
in the large variety of future Graham, Jeff Johnson, Tom De
Both Lohman and Grisby are
include Jone M. Bosch, daughJerry Lee Bos, of 127 West 20th
evaluationof the annual report
improvements and work with Vries, Jim Smith, Mark Boerveteransof the old board of
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John H.
St., speeding, $15; Susan Clark,
of the North Central AccreditaCouncilmen in laying plans. man, Don Oosterbaan, Dan
supervisors
and
represent
preAudred Petroelje
Allegan, improper lane usage
tion Associationwhich con- Bosch, route 2, with Rep. ElCitizens also will be learning Timmer and Mike’s brother,
dominantly rural constituencies.
ford
A.
Cederberg
(R-Mich.);
$19; Glenda Eding, Hamilton
ducts annual reports on all
They were elected unanimously Audred Petroelje of Zeeland assured clear distance,$15; some of the frustrationsfacing Rick. Barb and Kathy Timmer
John
M.
Roels,
son
of
Mr.
and
member schools and colleges
on first ballots with no other has been named office manager Linda Haverdink, of 239 South Councilmen in selecting pri- were unable to attend.
through detailed reports and Mrs. Jason J. Roels, 322 West
nominationsmade for either of the new West Ottawa branch Peck St., Zeeland, speeding, $15. orities and holding taxes down. Mrs. Timmer was assisted by
33rd St., Common Cause; Linda
every seven years conducts an
of First Michigan Bank and
In the past, Council on occa- Mike’s sister, Lori.
office.
S. Rooks, daughterof Mr. and
William Hoffman, of 37 Man
in-depth visit for accreditation.
Trust Co., 933 Butternut Dr., at
Mrs.
Wendell
Rooks,
106 West
Lohman
promptly
submitted
a
ley Ave., right of way, $23;
The last such visit to Holland
the intersection of Butternut and
29th St., with Rep. James Harlist of committee appointments
Yvonne Klomparens, of 284 East
High was in 1969.
Riley St.
which put new chairmen in
32nd St., speeding, $15; Edwarc
Bertsch pointed to One minor vey (R-Mich.);and Robert
Petroelje attended Zeeland
Zwier, son of Mr. and Mrs.
McCready, Grand Rapids,
charge of the board’s four madiscrepancy in the report and
Christian and Holland Christian
Donald Zwier, 383 West 17th
speeding, $15; Albert Mersman
jor standing committees.
said he had been assured Holschools, Calvin College and
St., with Rep. John B. AnderRetiring chairman, Phillip Davenport College of Business. Grand Rapids, right of way, $15.
land High School again would
Linda Middlecamp, of 15446
receive accreditationin March, son (R-IU.).
Quade, of Douglas, had broken He has also taken many AmeriTHESE EXPERTS HELP
Hudsonvillestudents in the
maintainingconstant membera precedent a year ago by can Institute of Banking cours- New Holland, speeding, $20
Michael Peerbolt,of 401 Howarc
program
are
Melanie
S.
De
naming urban commissioners to es and is presently involved in
ship over 60 years. The school
Ave., right of way, $15; Thomas
chair three of the four stand- further AIB classes. Petroelje
has been accreditedwith the Stigter, daughter of Mr. and
North Central Associationsince M**8- Mel De Stigter, 3487 Hilling committees. Lohman re- joined First Michigan in June, Pratt, Jenison, speeding,$15
Duane Reimink, of 610 Wes
1910 and with the University crest, with Rep. Guy \ ander
versed that trend by appoint- 1958, as a teller.
DOORS &
Lakewood Blvd., stop sign, $23
Jagt (R-Mich.); and Jim Holting
only
one
city
commissioner,
of Michigan since 1898.
Outside First Michigan, PetroJames Streur, of 147 South 160th
Bertsch said the North Cen- rop, son of Mr. and Mrs. A1
Bill Boersma
Francis Cronen, of Otsego, as elje has served as chairman
imoo
too fast for conditions,$15.
Holtrop,
3587
Oak
St., with Rep.
tral Associationoperates in
a committee chairman.Cronen of the Zeeland March of Dimes,
James Vandenberg, of 2066
• ALUMINUM AND
organization in 1971 and has
succeeds Robert Irwin, of Alle- is presently treasurer of the
about a third of the entire Vander Jagt also.
Melvin, assured clear distance,
been
active in the home buildVINYL SIDING
United States, covering the
gan, as chairman of the com- 'Zeeland United Fund and is a
$23; Eugene Vandersluis,of 60%
ing industry in Holland for near•
AWNINGS
mittee on county operations.
former member of the Zeeland
central states from West Vir147th Ave., speeding, $15; Peter
Brother of Holland ly 25 years.
• ROOFING
ginia to Arizona. Three other
Vice - chairman Gribsby will Jaycees.He is a member of
• PATIOS
Van Iwaarden, of 661 WashingBoersma is a vice presidentof chai7 the’" finance ’committee,' Third Christian Reformed
organizationscover the southern
• EAVES TROUGHING
ton Ave., red flasher, $15; Jack
• CANOPIES
the Holland association and is j succeeding Lawrence Morgan, Church, Zeeland, where he is
area, the northeast and the.
Weener, of 9557 Ransom St.
• SIDING
substituteSunday School
Pacific coast. In Michigan, 330 GRAND HAVEN _ George the group’s national director. 0f Allegan
speeding, $19; Robert Zigler
Hp nisi, is a m.mhpr nf tho Will MiUon T’immerma|liHol)andi teacher.
of the 780 high schools arc!G,avich Jr ^ ^ of Grand Hav.
Jr., of 1225 Euna Vista, assurec
For Over 50 Yean
and state boards of directors succeeds Edward Barton, of
Petroeljehas lived in the area
CANVAS AND
!en township, brother of a Hoiclear distance,$23.
Your Local Roofers
In other business, Wierenga ]and woman, died Monday in
^L'\a^imC !d,n^e preslden Gunplain township, as chair- all his life and is a former
ALUMINUM CO.
Chester Bartels, West Olive

Eileen Johnson, of 375 Central Ave., improper registration, $15; Patrick Jones, of 115
South Division, Zeeland, stop
sign, $15; Garret Kooistra,
Grand Rapids, red light, $15;

Audred
Heads New

Boersma

Treasurer Of

Michigan Branch

State Builders

1
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YOU-
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WEST MICHIGAN

accredited.

Kamerman,

Japan.

The board also approved a
Peerbolt bid for $2,864 for installing exhaust systems in the
seminar rooms in the east and

Marriage Licenses

west units. These rooms are
used far more often than was
originallyexpected. Cost of air
conditioning was too high, the'
;

committee said.
Principal Bertsch also acknowledgedthe gift of $500 from

COMPLETES LEAVE-Pvt.

an anonymous donor to the
student loan fund, a fund
which has been having many

E-2 David A. Robbins.

requests.

route 5, Holland, left Jan.
2, for Fort Knox. Ky., after
spending two weeks leave

O. Lamb

presided at the hour-long meet-

members were presJohn Amaya ^ave the

ing. All

invocation.

Record Player Missing
HoUand poUce are investigatthe larceny of a record
player valued at $60 from the
poat house at Windmill Island
park. The theft was reported

ing

6.

Home — Farm — Industry
Pumps, motors,sales, service

believed to

Ph. 392-3826

• INDUSTRIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• RESIDENTIAL
• HEAVY

SHEET METAL

WORK

and repairs. Lawn and Farm
irrigation,industrial supplies.

St.

We Keep Holland Dry

•

AIR CONDITIONING

t
t

HELI-ARC WELDING

DUCTS

PUMPS
.

EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

HAMILTON

Mfg.

& Supply Co.

Water

Is

Our Business

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL

783 Chicago Drive

INC.

PHONE 392-3394
82 East 8th

396-4693

St.

West

Ave.

have

WATER WELLS

of 150

Monday shortlyafter his arrival pay increases and cost-of-living Mrs. J. Galczenski
in Zeeland Community Hospital increases previously approved
enga, Greenly St., speeding, $20
following an apparentstroke, by the board and a change in
Of
Olive Dies Richard Kole, of 906 Lugers,
He was a member of Third pay periods.
Reformed Church and had Following a repojUrom, WEST OLIVE - Mrs. Joseph speeding, $31.
Raymond Kooiman, of 677
served in the U.S. Army in Treasurer James Boyce indicat-; Galczenski, 80,' of 11954 West
Whitman,
assured clear disWorld War II in Alaska. New jng that the Internal Revenue Olive Rd., died Wednesday in
tance, $15; Helga Lampen,
Guinea and
Service office at Detroit hadia Grand Haven nursing home.
28% West 17th St., speeding,
Surviving are his wife, Jean; given verbal approval to pay-' Born in Poland, she came to the
$26.50; Mary Leimbach, Dear
i two sons. Jeffery of Holland ment of merit increasesand West Olive area in 1943 and
born, right of way, $15; Alton
and David at home; a grandson,the' $500 a year cost-of-living was a member of St. Patrick’s
Lobbezoo, Wyoming, speeding,
Douglas Walters and two broth- increase, commissioners ap- Catholic Church, Grand Haven
$15.
ers, Dick E. and John E. Wal- proved a resolution empowering Survivors include the husband,
ters. both cf Zeeland.
the county operations commit- a son by a previous marriage,
tee to take such action as it Joseph Zintek of Grand Haven Wayne Ten Harmsel On

7 p.m. in Holland Holiday Inn.
He also announced receipt of
$102,991 as the. final allocation
in Title I funds for 1971-72.
On recommendation of the
buildings and grounds committee, the board will offer for
bids two parcels of school
owned property on Washington

Tuesday and wal

29 E. 6th

396.6064

137 C«ntr«lAvt.

West 18th St.,
speeding, $19; Jacquelyn Kap-

trict for school boards to discuss career planning Jan. 27 at

ent.

Boersma and

Raymond Walters
Age

semester.

President James

of the

MAHB

in 1970.
man of equalization,taxation Sentinel carrier.
basic speed, $15; Jonathon
his wife Harriet
He and his wife, Cathryn, Beyer, of 137 South State St.
and board services.Althougha
have three children,William C.
rural resident,Barton is a have four daughters, Kimberly, Zeeland, red light, $19; Harolc
of Jenison, Tom and Ruth of
practicing attorney with offices 11; Susan, 9; Sandra, 6; and Bussies, of 366 West 32nd St.
Holland.
Gretchen,2.
in Allegan and Plainwell.
red light, $19; Maxie Calvert,
Other state officers elected to
Kenneth Rynbrandt, Dorr, The bank branch opened Jan. of 359 South 120th, speeding,
serve with Boersma are Louis
3 in temporary quarterswith
Hechtman of Detroit, president; will succeed Lohman as chair- plans to build more permanent $19; wrong way, $19.
man
of the committeeon social
Judy Duford, Flint, speeding
Robert W. Young of Saginaw,
facilities in the general area in
oruh Heckathorn,a 1971 West- car.
and community services.
$26; Dawn Eisenga, Grandville,
first vice president;Jerry Battern Michigan University grad-1 A member of St. Patrick’s jes of Grand Rapids, secretary. The new chairman also the near future. The temporary speeding, $20; Henrietta Everts
uate, speech therapy, and Miss Catholic Church, Glavich, who Their terms of office expire in named his predecessor, Phillip office offers all banking services of 3127 100th Ave., Zeeland, stop
Alicia Luft, a 1971 Eastern retired in 1970 from Oldberg December, 1972.
Quade, chairman of a special except safe deposit boxes and sign, $15; Susan Fosdick, FennMichigan Universitygraduate, Manufacturing Co. where he
committeeon buildingand night depositorywith hours ville, lane usage, $15; Donley
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon- French, of 363 Lincoln Ave.
oral-deaf,both in special edu- was a stock carrier for 28 years,
bridge millage.
cation. One of the teachers ! is sunived by his wife, four sisWhat would have normally days, Tuesdays, Wednesday speeding, $20.
and Thursdays and extended Diana Gibson, Allegan, wrong
resigning will continue through ters including Mrs. Harold
been a quiet reorganizational
hours of 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. way, $15; Bobby Glover, of 652
the first
(Irene) Swanson of Holland and Dies at
53
session was heated up a bit
Fridays. The branch is not open West 20th St., speeding,$20
Supt. Donald L. Ihrman an- two brothers,
| by the appearance of a large
Mark Haveman, of 264 Lincoln
ZEELAND — Raymond Wal- number of county employes pro- Saturdays.
nounced a meeting of the OttaAve., speeding, $19; Charles
ters, 53. of 228 Maple St., died testing the withholding of merit
wa IntermediateSchool Dis-

announced he had received four Norlh Ottawa Community Hosfaculty resignationsbecause of , pjtai where he was taken ‘followtransfers and pregnancies, and jng a car-truck collision,
the board approved three re- An autopsy was scheduled to
placements, Mrs. Mary Baron, determine whether Glavich sufa 1968 Calvin College gradu- fered a heart attack. Witnesses
ate with three years’ expert- 1 told police they saw Glavich
ence elementary; Miss Deb- collapseas he stepped from his

19,

son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

H. Bosely. 5440 144th Ave.,

with his family. Pvt. Robbins was promoted to his
present grade after basic
training Dec. 10. Pvt. Robbins will be attending an
administrationcourse at
Fort Knox as his advance
training. He is a 1971 gradu-

(Ottawa County)
Arthur Tanis, 27, Grand Rapids, and Linda Purucker, 22,
Grand Haven: Glen Westrate,
19, and Susan Schaafsma, 18,
Holland; Elmore Van Lente,
60, and Matilda Sloothaak, 62,
Holland;Roger Marshall, 20,
Coopersville,and Theresa Zysk,
17, Zeeland; Christopher Bennett, 23, and Patricia Ellen
Kirby, 25, Holland;Harold
Brown. 44, and Barbara Brethauer, 32, Grand Rapids.

7-2, Fort Knox, Ky. 40121.

sister and a brother; six grandfhe board received a report children and two great grand
from the city of Fennville in-1 children,
dicating results of an advisory
electionon the question of waMnrric
ter and sewer service improveUIM3
ments-approved. 78
nf- 94
and proceeded to give unani- JUV'LU,,,Ub 01 74
mous approval to a county- Mrs. Holmes (Estella) Harris,
backed $340,000 bond issue
a former resident of Blue
finance the project.The board1 s!ar Highway, route 2, Fennhad previously withheld its
™ed in a local nursing
proval, pending the outcome of home today following a three-

ploy group.

;
to

Mrc U

*

SuCCUmbs

to

ap-

vote

year ,llnessCommissioner Ellis Dykstra. ,Her bmband died in

Uie advisory

Changes Lanes

h„e

and

_
1932

Cars driven by Harm Schol- of Martin, a member of the
t0 hFennvllle 1933
ten, 24, of Grand Rapids, and county planning commission. rAm j_K‘srh'
D
William Gras. 86, of 251 West offered a resolutioncalling for
’ nu^!' .l?655,16
Central, Zeeland, collided Fri- a 1.5 per cent “service fee“
Fennv,lle ls lhe <>"'?
day at 11:53 a.m. along Eighth all municipal projects financed
:
_
St. 90 feet east of Lincoln Ave. through bond issues backed by
Police said both were east- the full faith and credit of the Planning Commission.The res-

n f
on
__ _

ate of Hamilton High School
and enlisted Oct. 8, 1971.
His address is: Pvt. 2 David
A Robbins, 381-58-0218. D -

deemed necessary to correct township; a daughter, Mrs. Wil- Study-Tourof Greece
grievances listed by the em- lis Keuken of West Olive; a

M

bound when the Gras car chang- county, to provide funds for olulion was tabled, pending a
I ed lanes in front of the Schol- operation of the county’s De- report from the departmentof
j

j

ten car and the

coilisioo oc-

partment of Public Works and, public

works.

-

Five students of Calvin Co
lege with Dr. George Harris o

the Departmentof

Classics,

have joined a group of students
from Elmhurst College in
joint seminar in Greece for the
month of January.
Among the students on the
study-tour is Wayne A. Ten
Harmsel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Ten Harmsel, 109 West
12th

rfREE ESTIMATES

BODY SHOP

WANT SOFT
WATER?
CALL AND SAY

iSPECIALISTS^
BUMP SHOP
QualityWorkmanihip

• BUMPING

• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK
R.E.

BARBER FORD
US-31 and

E.

8th St.

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL — HOME OWNED

PHONE 394-2341

ROOFING

COMMERCIAL

^

St.

The study-tour to Greece

cludes visits to all the principle archaelogicalsites and museums of Greece. Special attention is being given to the
characteristics
of the periods in
Greek paintings,sculpture and
architecture in the eras of
Greek history. The students attended 15 seminars and did extensive reading prior to their
departure for Greece. Course
credit is given for study
broad.

HAROLD

in-

ALUMINUM

SIDING

42
V//A

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phone 392-9051
125 Heword Ave.

LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
- and HOME BUILDER

• STORE FRONTS
• REMODELING
• CEMENT WORK
Cam mania) - tnidaittial

No Job Too Largo or Too Small
421 W.

22nd

Ph.

jmHJ

